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ABSTRACT
The simulation capability of tropical cyclone (TC) activity over the western
North Pacific (WNP) was improved, by applying spectral nudging (SN)
technique and modified precipitation physical schemes to Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) regional climate model (RCM). Through sensitivity
experiments to the SN interval were conducted, the intensity of simulated TC in
the experiment with 15 min interval was prominently enhanced, since physical
processes related to air-sea interaction were intensified due to the effectively
weak SN. While the SN has an advantage of improving the model performance,
it has a disadvantage of contaminating remote forcing with lateral boundary
condition. Alternatively, the Kain-Fritch cumulus parameterization and WSM3
cloud microphysics scheme were modified to reduce uncertainty in
precipitation processes, which are important in simulating TC. Despite some
biases in TC simulation, it is sufficient to say that the model reasonably
reproduced observed patterns of TC activities.
The influence of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) related to sea
surface temperature (SST) over the central Pacific and Indian Ocean on TC
genesis and track over the WNP in July–October were examined using the
improved WRF RCM. Observational records reveal that the number of TCs
approaching East Asia is positively correlated with SSTs in the equatorial and
northern off-equatorial central Pacific (NOECP) oceans. Through sensitivity
experiments, this study demonstrates that it is NOECP warming, rather than
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equatorial CP warming, that effectively induces local anomalous steering flows
pertinent to the observed increase in TC activity over East Asia during central
Pacific El Niño (CP-EN). Sensitivity experiments, in which the prescribed CPEN-related SST anomaly is confined near the equator, do not capture the
observed TC increase over East Asia, whereas those including the off-equatorial
region successfully reproduce observed atmospheric and TC variability. The
off-equatorial CP SST anomaly acts to expand the anomalous cyclonic response
in the Philippine Sea farther northward.
WNP TC frequency was positively and negatively correlated with NOECP
and tropical IO (TIO) SST warming during 1982-2010, respectively. It is
investigated which region in the TIO or NOECP is more critical for the
formation of the circulation response relevant to variation of TC genesis
frequency. To identify the relative contributions of the TIO and NOECP SST
forcings to the WNP TC genesis frequency, sensitivity experiments were
performed for the cases with the opposite signs of SST anomaly at the same
time. As a result, it is found that the relative contributions of TIO SST forcing
to the variation in the WNP TC genesis are rather smaller than NOECP SST
forcing. Furthermore, the relative contributions of double SST (TIO and
NOECP) forcings are larger than those of single SST forcing.
Keywords: Tropical cyclone, ENSO, central Pacific El Niño, tropical Indian
Ocean warming, regional climate model, WRF
Student number: 2005-23257
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Backgrounds
The tropical cyclone (TC) is one of the most intense and feared storms of
the world. The TC is accompanied by strong wind and heavy rain, causing
natural disasters such as high tides, flooding, and landslides. The maximum
sustained surface wind of a TC is 17 m s-1. Due to the catastrophic nature of
TCs, substantial efforts have been devoted to improving short-term and longterm predictions of TC track and frequency in an effort to minimize the
damages and casualties.
On average, about 80 incidents of TC occur every year around the world
(Gray 1977), and about a third of these occur in western North Pacific (WNP).
Over the past decades, many studies have paid attention to the relationship
between various atmospheric and oceanic phenomena on timescales and TC
activity in the WNP. The time scales of studies on TC activity have been
divided into interannual, decadal, interdecadal, and global warming scales.
A representative phenomenon of interannual time scale is El Niño in the
tropical Pacific Ocean (PO). It is pointed out that a warm El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) event causes an eastward shift in the mean genesis location
of TCs in early and late TC seasons, but an equatorial shift is pronounced in
mid TC season (Wang and Chan 2002). During La Niña years, on the other
hand, the mean genesis location of TCs tends to move westward and northward
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more than normal. Furthermore, TCs during boreal fall tend to recurve more
northeastward in strong El Niño years, whereas most TCs take a westward
traveling course in strong La Niña years. As a result, the number of TCs making
landfall in southern China and the Indochina Peninsula is significantly less than
normal during boreal falls of El Niño years (Elsner and Liu 2003; Wu and Wang
2004).
There are a few studies describing the relationship between ENSO and TC
intensity (Chan and Liu 2004; Camargo and Sobel 2005) compared to those on
the relationship between ENSO and TC genesis locations.
For studies of decadal time scale, Chu and Clark (1999) reported that more
cyclones were induced by the decadal changes of the central PO’s Sea Surface
Temperature (SST). However, studies with dedadal time scales are in shortage
at present. For studies of interdecadal time scale, Ho et al. (2004) explained the
interdecadal changes of cyclone’s passage in summer over WNP related to the
western expansion of the subtropical-northwest pacific high atmospheric
pressure. Many studies on cyclone are being conducted in association with
global warming (Webster et al. 2005). Other factors such as interdecadal
variability influencing TC activity and the uncertainty in the estimation
procedures of TC intensity in the WNP may make it difficult to clarify the
relationship between ENSO and TC intensity (Wu et al. 2006). Therefore,
additional information would be required to reach a consensus about the
relationship between ENSO and TC intensity.
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TC genesis involves the development of a warm-core cyclone, due to
significant convection in a favorable atmospheric environment. Gray (1977)
summarized that seasonal TC frequency can be directly related to a combination
of following six environmental factors.
- Enough coriolis force to develop a low pressure center
- Low-level cyclonic relative vorticity
- Low vertical shear of the horizontal wind between the lower and upper
troposphere
- Sufficiently warm SSTs
- Moist instability in terms of the vertical gradient of equivalent potential
temperature
- Moderately high relative humidity in the middle troposphere
The first three factors can be combined to form a single term called the
dynamic potential, and the last three factors are related to a term called the
thermal potential. The product of these two terms is referred to as the seasonal
genesis parameter. Sufficiently warm SST and low-level cyclonic vorticity are
considered as another critical environmental factor for cyclogenesis. However,
SSTs in WNP are always greater than the SST threshold value (26.5°C) during
the TC season, and their interannual variations are not as significant as they are
in the central and eastern tropical Pacific. Thus, the circulation related to Asian
monsoon trough can be thought of as the more important cause of the variation.
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1.2. Motivation and objectives

On this wise, many studies have been made an effort to understand the
variation of TC activity through statistical analyses of TC best track dataset,
diagnosis analyses of reanalysis data. These methods may make it difficult to
address the issue of physical mechanisms due to close correlation between the
environmental factors. However, dynamical simulations of TCs provide model
frameworks in which the environmental factor (e.g. SST) modulating TC
activity can be investigated more directly.
As global models perform best for large spatial scales in the range of order
of 100 km, depending on the global model’s resolution, it is often considered
inadequate for meaningful simulations of TC activity. Their coarse resolution
limits them to simulation of tropical-cyclone like vortices that are broader and
weaker than actual TCs. The simulated vortices also tend to have shorter storm
tracks than observed storms. In order to address the question of TC activity
more directly, a regional climate model (RCM) is useful. In principle, this
model can be forced with global coupled model simulations. The relevance of
this framework would clearly depend on the different sources of large-scale
information input into the model. However, success in downscaling historical
TC activity can be thought of as a prerequisite for meaningful predictions of TC
activity using a RCM. Recently, Knutson et al. (2007) conducted Atlantic
hurricane activity using the RCM and evaluated the multidecadal simulation.
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Also Feser and von Storch (2008) evaluated the RCM performance from one
typhoon case study. However, they have not addressed any physical
relationships about TC activity, frequency, and interannual variability. In
addition, these studies have focused on only the evaluation of performance for
TCs in regional climate simulations.
There are several studies on the impacts of regional components such as
local SST, soil moisture, and snow depth on summer monsoon over East Asia
using RCMs (Kim and Hong 2007; Cha et al. 2011), but there are few studies
on the impact of the environmental factor such as ENSO on TC activity over
the WNP using RCMs. Therefore, the impacts of the monsoon trough associated
the easterly wave and SST anomaly over central Pacific on WNP TC activity
during the TC season (JASO) using the RCM are examined. The interactive
mechanism of TC development with the monsoon trough associated the easterly
wave are also investigated.
The abovementioned spectral nudging technique may prevent the
formations of the intrinsic mesoscale features reproduced by RCMs such as
surface-forced secondary circulation systems, which are not included in the
large-scale driving forcing. In this study, therefore, the RCM which is not
stipulated the forcing in the model interior is used to mitigate the negative effect.
To improve the forecast accuracy of high-impact weather features, a RCM
has been developed. Thus, the objective of this study is to investigate and
improve the ability of the RCM to simulate seasonal TC activity. In order to
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reduce systematic error such as overestimated precipitation at off-equatorial
latitudes, the cumulus parameterization and microphysics scheme are modified
by changing conversion constant and variable intercept parameter, and their
effects are evaluated, respectively. In this study, we perform a series of
sensitivity experiments and investigate that the northern off-equatorial CP SST
anomaly during CP-EN plays a crucial role in forming the circulation response
relevant to highly frequent TC movement toward East Asia, and the tropical
Indian Ocean (IO) and the northern off-equatorial CP SST anomalies contribute
to the variability of WNP TC frequency.
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CHAPTER 2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Data
This study utilizes the dataset of TC activity archived by the Regional
Specialized Meteorological Centers (RSMC)-Tokyo Typhoon Center. RSMC
data are focused on the cyclones in WNP. RSMC data includes the location of
the center of TC, direction and movement, central atmospheric pressure,
maximum continuous wind velocity. Here, TC refers to tropical storms and
typhoons that have a maximum wind speed greater than 17 m s−1. While the TC
data are available from 1951 to the present, there may be reliability problems
with the locations and intensities of the TCs in early periods prior to satellite
observation. Also, there are inter-decadal changes in the TC tracks associated
with the westward expansion of the WNP sub-tropical high in the late 1970s
(Ho et al. 2004). Thus, the analysis period are confined to 1982–2010 (29 years)
in order to avoid these potential impacts. Since about 70% of the total annual
number of TCs is observed from July to October (JASO hereafter), this period
is focused on. TCs considered in this study include tropical depressions, tropical
storms, and typhoons with durations more than 48 hours. In addition, Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) best‐track data sets is also used due to ensure
reliability, since some inconsistencies exist among the best-track data sets (Wu
et al. 2006).
For diagnostic analyses of large-scale environments and model initialization,
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the atmospheric variables are obtained from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy (NCEP/DOE) Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP-II) Reanalysis (R-2) data (Kanamitsu et
al. 2002). This reanalysis data has been entered into a grid with a horizontal
resolution of 2.5 degree by 2.5 degree and used variables include geopotential
height, zonal winds and meridional winds at all levels. The Optimum
Interpolation SST (OISST) data are used to define SST indices (e.g. Niño
indices) and to prescribe the model’s lower boundary (Reynolds et al. 2002).
The OISST analysis is produced weekly on a one-degree grid. The analysis uses
in situ and satellite SSTs plus SSTs simulated by sea ice cover. The most
significant change for the OISST V2 is the improved simulation of SST
observation from sea ice data following a technique developed at the UK Met
Office. This change has reduced biases in the OI SST at higher latitudes.
Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data (Liebmann and Smith 1996)
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are also
used to infer convective activity. In addition, monthly mean Climate Prediction
Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) data (Xie and Arkin
1997) and Global Precipitation Climatology Project data (Huffman et al. 1997)
with 2.5°×2.5° horizontal grid spacing are used for precipitation evaluation. The
analysis period of this study is confined to the period 1982-2010, depending on
the availability of the OISST data. However, since inter-decadal variation of
SST cannot be analyzed using the OISST data, UK Met Office Hadley Centre
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Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST) with 1°×1° horizontal
grid spacing is also analyzed for long-term variation.
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2.2. Methodology
The dynamical model used is the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model version 3.3 (Skamarock et al. 2005). The development of WRF is a
multiagency effort intended to provide a next-generation mesoscale forecast
model and data assimilation system that will advance both the understanding
and prediction of mesoscale weather and accelerate the transfer of research
advances into operations. The model is being developed as a collaborative effort
among the NCAR, NOAA, and more than 150 other organizations. The WRF
model used a non-hydrostatic primitive equation system with terrain-following
hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinates. The dynamical core uses Eulerian
finite differencing to integrate the fully compressible non-hydrostatic equation
in the mass-coordinate scalar-conserving flux form using a time-split small step
for acoustic modes. Large time steps utilize a Runge-Kutta technique and the
horizontal staggering is an Arakawa C grid (Arakawa and Lamb 1977).
Although primarily developed as a mesoscale model, the WRF is suitable
for use in a broad spectrum of applications across scales ranging. Such
applications include research and operational numerical weather prediction
(NWP), data assimilation and parameterized-physics research, downscaling
climate simulations, driving air quality models, atmosphere-ocean coupling,
and idealized simulations. In this study, the downscaling climate simulation on
the seasonal scale is considered.
An important issue of climate simulations using limited area model (i.e.,
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regional climate simulation) is the lateral boundary condition, which controls
the consistency between the model solution and the large‐scale driving forcing.
Most RCMs have been employed for lateral boundary conditions the relaxation
methods by which Newtonian and diffusion terms drive the model solution
toward the large-scale driving fields gradually in the lateral buffer zone (Davies
1976). In addition to the relaxation method, the spectral nudging (SN)
technique was proposed by von Storch et al. (2000). Forcing in the SN
technique is stipulated not only at the lateral boundaries but also in the model
interior. This is maintained by adding nudging terms to the model equations of
horizontal winds in the spectral domain with maximum efficiency for large
scales and no effect for small scales.
The SN can be applied to the horizontal wind components for long-wave
spectral regimes over the entire model domain as expressed by

 R ( LG  LR )  [1   ( )] * R ( LG  LR )   ( ) G ( LG  LR )

(2.1)

where LG and LR are the long-wave spectral regimes of global and regional
models, respectively, and  G ,  R , and  * R are variables of large-scale
driving fields. Although there is no objective way to identify the spectral
intervals, (LG

LR) is assumed to be the long-wave spectral regime

corresponding to about 1000-1200 km in a RCM in the model domain, and
nudged into the regional model. The nudging coefficient, , is a function of
height given by
() =  (1-)2
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(2.2)

where  is the vertical coordinate. The SN of horizontal wind is applied to
all terms in the governing equations which include the nudged variables. The
SN module consists of 4 parts; Reading large-scale data, linearly interpolating
the large-scale data with time, Fourier decomposing large-scale data, and
Fourier en-composing after the nudging. The SN of horizontal wind component
has been successful in a number of regional climate studies.
The SN contributes to improving the model performance in simulating the
mean features of the forced large-scale as well as in capturing individual
weather events and regional characteristics. Implementing the SN can improve
the precipitation simulation in terms of the spatial pattern (Miguez-Macho et al.
2005). Lee et al. (2004), Lee et al. (2005) and Kang et al. (2005) showed that
using the SNURCM based on the MM5 model the simulations of extreme
summer precipitation over East Asia and ten-year continuous simulations over
Asia successfully result from the appropriate large-scale circulations due to the
effect of SN.
There are several studies on the impacts of local forcings such as local SST,
soil moisture, and snow depth on summer monsoon over East Asia using RCMs
(Kim and Hong 2007; Cha et al. 2011), but there are few studies on the impact
of the remote forcings such as ENSO on TC activity over the WNP using RCMs.
This is because the high-resolution RCM cannot cover the wide region by
expensive computing cost. Another reason is that RCM has a disadvantage of
contaminating remote forcing with lateral boundary condition in the sensitivity
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experiments for remote forcing. However, the main purpose in this study, is to
revisit the influence of remote SST forcings in forming the anomalous
atmospheric responses in the WNP using a RCM. Here, SST forcing is not local
forcing in the WNP, but remote forcing from the CP and IO. Since the boundary
conditions are continuously ingested in the regional climate modeling, the
sensitivity experiment by the remote forcing might be failed. Therefore, our
strategy is to examine the response of a RCM embedded within a global model
to remote forcing.
Recently, a global modeling capability has been available in the Advanced
Research WRF (ARW) modeling system with the release of WRF version 3.0.
The global version of WRF was first developed to study atmospheres on Mars
and other planets by California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech) team
(Richardson et al. 2007). The model has virtue of its generalized map projection,
multi-scale and nesting capabilities, obviating the distinction between global
and mesoscale models. As such, the model enables investigation of coupling
between processes on a variety of scales, including global. Such inter-scale
interactions appear to be important, for example, in case of intricate feedbacks
between the local-scale meteorology, which controls initial storm development
and the global-scale circulation, which modifies the local-scale meteorology.
WRF was built to use only conformal map projections, meaning that the
map scale factors are independent of direction. This assumption means that for
each point on the grid, only a single map scale factor need be defined. The use
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of only a single map scale factor for each grid point simplified the equations
and allowed some cancellation of terms. The cost of this simplification was that
only conformal map projections could be used. This set of choices provides
great flexibility for mesoscale and microscale modeling, but eliminates the
possibility of using the model as a fully global single domain.
The simple cylindrical map projection that is used for most grid point
GCMs is a non-conformal projection. Indeed, any grid that seeks to represent
the full globe on a single, rectangular domain must be non-conformal.
Generalization of the model so that non-conformal map projections can be used
requires the equations to be rewritten with the full, separate x- and y-directional
map scale factor components. Using a simple cylindrical map projection, a grid
point domain can be defined that uniformly covers the globe in latitudelongitude space. In the east-west direction, the appropriate boundary condition
is periodic, which was already an option in the original version of WRF. In the
north-south direction, this grid has a singularity at the two poles where the
latitude ψ = ±90◦, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. By design, no variable is defined at
the pole point. The area of the control volume face at the pole is zero, thus a
flux at the pole point is not needed in the solution of any of the prognostic
variables.
Since studies of regional and global climate can be performed using a single
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. (a) Latitude-longitude grid structure in the pole region. (b) In the
ARW formulation, reΔψ = Δy/my. Adapted from Skamarock et al. (2008).
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framework (e.g., dynamical core and physical process), uncertainties of
dynamical downscaling using a regional model different from global circulation
model may be reduced potentially. While the RCM has an advantage of
improving the model performance, it has a disadvantage of contaminating
remote forcing with lateral boundary condition in the sensitivity experiments
for remote forcing (Fig. 2.1).
Many studies have been demonstrated their capability to reproduce TCs
with various models (e.g., Walsh et al. 2004; Oouchi et al. 2006; Camargo et al.
2007; Suzuki-Parker 2011). These studies have used different threshold criteria
for deciding the tropical storm intensity, which for observed storms is a 10minute wind speed of 17 m s-1 measured at 10 m. Although most of agencies
use 10-minute maximum sustained wind speed, the JTWC uses 1-minute
maximum sustained wind speed and the CMA uses 2-minute maximum
sustained wind speed (WMO 2012).
Table 2.1 summarizes the various TC detecting criteria that have been used
from global and regional climate modeling studies updating Table 1 in Walsh et
al. (2007). Although model resolutions and detection criteria are similar,
minimum thresholds exhibit a large variation between the different studies. All
of them use maximum wind speed, relative vorticity, warm-core measure, and
duration criteria. Most structural requirement that the storm be warm-cored is
used to exclude mid-latitude cyclones, as is a condition that low-level wind
speeds be greater than upper-level wind speeds. These schemes require the
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(a) Influence of remote SST forcing on TC activities

WNP
MT

Pacific
Ocean

Indian
Ocean

(b) Single RCM
B.C.
High-resolution

B.C.

B.C.

WNP

B.C.
B.C.

Contaminating remote f orcing with LBC

Wasting computing resource

(c) RCM embedded within global model
Low-resolution

High-resolution

WNP

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagrams for (a) influence of remote SST forcing on
WNP TC activity, and experiment designs using (b) single RCM and (c) RCM
embedded within global model.
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Table 2.1. Detection criteria for TCs employed by modeling studies. Here, “V”
refers to wind speed and “T” to temperature anomaly for the surrounding
environment, at the pressure levels (hPa).
Model
resolution
(km)

Wind
speed
(m s-1)

Vorticity
at 850hPa
(10-5 s-1)

Temperature
anomaly
(K)

Structure or
location

Walsh et al.
(2004)

30

17
at 10m

1

T300+T500+T700
> 0.0

T300 > T850
V850 > V300

1

Chauvin et al.
(2006)

~50

15
at 850hPa

14

Mean(T300~T700)
> 3.0

T300 > T850
V850 > V300

1.5

Oouchi et al.
(2006)

20

15
at 850hPa

3.5

T300+T500+T700
> 2.0

V850 > V300
or < 35° Lat.

1.5

Knutson et al.
(2007)

18

17 at lowest
model level

1.6

Mean (T300~T500)
> 0.8

-

2

Stowasser
et al. (2007)

~50

17 at lowest
model level

2.5

Mean (T300~T850)
> 0.0

V850 > V300

2

Camargo et al.
(2007)

~50

14
at 10m

4.9

T300+T500+T700
> 1.2

-

-

Murakami and
Wang (2010)

20

14
at 850hPa

3

T300+T500+T700
> 1.2

V850-V300
> 2.5
and < 35° Lat.

1.5

Suzuki (2011)

36

17
at 10m

1

T300+T500+T700
> 2.0

T300 > T850
V850 > V300

2

Au-Yeung and
Chan (2011)

60

17
at 10m

45

T300 > 1.0

T300 > T850
V850 > V300

2

Zhan et al.
(2011)

50

17 at lowest
model level

5

Mean (T200~T500)
> 0.5

V850 > V300

1

Manganello
et al. (2012)

~39

14.1
at 10m

50

-

-

1

This study

~50

17
at 10m

4.9

Mean
(T300+T500
+T700) > 1.7

V850 > V300

2

Study
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Duration
(days)

similar conditions. However, variability in threshold values in the maximum
wind speed and temperature anomaly is quite large. Some use the vertical mean
of horizontal temperature anomalies, while others take the sum of multiple
levels. Interestingly, simulated frequencies of TCs from these studies are all
comparable to each other. Some studies use a strict threshold criterion in one
parameter although often compensated by relaxing other criteria. Subjectively
tuning the TC detecting method parameters does not allow for an objective
assessment of the model’s performance, leaves uncertainty in the simulated TC
frequency.
If an objective criterion for TC detection is not used, comparisons of
simulated versus observed climatological TC activities should be analyzed with
caution. For instance, the simulations of Oouchi et al. (2006) using a global
model with a horizontal resolution of 20-km, appear to reproduce realistically
the observed global TC frequency. Nevertheless, since they use a threshold of
17 m s-1 at 850 hPa, TC frequency may be overestimated, unless their higher
vorticity and duration thresholds are compensating by excluding storms. To
solve this problem, Walsh et al. (2007) proposed objectively derived resolutiondependent criteria for the detection of TCs in model simulation. These criteria
are derived from the wind profiles of observed TCs, averaged at various
resolutions. However, truly objective criteria have not been used in previous
studies (Table 2.1). Moreover, since climate analysis of anomalies is focused in
this study, objectively determined threshold criteria are not a big issue.
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Considering detection criteria which are used in recent modeling study for TC
activity, threshold value are decided as follows.
(1) The potential storm is a local minimum of sea level pressure.
(2) Surface wind speed exceeds 17 m s−1, which indicates the grade of
tropical storm.
(3) A local relative vorticity maximum at 850 hPa exceeds 4.9 × 10−5 s−1.
(4) The temperature structure aloft has a marked warm core such that the
average of the temperature deviations at 300, 500 and 700 hPa exceeds
1.7 K.
(5) The maximum wind speed at 850 hPa is larger than that at 300 hPa.
(6) The duration exceeds 2 d.
Using detection criteria above, more detailed descriptions of TC tracking
are presented in Appendix of this manuscript.
This study used composite analysis of TC track, which requires the data to
be gridded before they can be processed further. TC data gridding has usually
been performed by binning the latitude and longitude positions into a grid box
of a discrete size (e.g., 5° × 5°) only once (cf. Kim et al. 2005; Liu and Chan
2008); this method has been generally applied to the binning of track
information. The composite values of seasonal TC track density are defined by
dividing the corresponding event number. The same procedure applies to TC
genesis density.
Accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) is a measure used by the NOAA to
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express the activity of individual TCs and entire TC seasons, particularly the
North Atlantic hurricane season (Bell et al. 2000). It uses an approximation of
the energy used by a tropical system over its lifetime and is calculated every
six-hour period. The ACE of a season is the sum of the ACEs for each storm
and takes into account the number, strength, and duration of all the tropical
storms in the season.

ACE  104 V 2 max dt

(2.1)

time

where Vmax is estimated sustained wind speed in knots. In this study,
however, unit m s-1 is used to instead of knots for convenience. Kinetic energy
is proportional to the square of velocity, and by adding together the energy per
some interval of time, the accumulated energy is found. As the duration of a
storm increases, more values are summed and the ACE also increases such that
longer-duration storms may accumulate a larger ACE than more-powerful
storms of lesser duration.
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CHAPTER 3. IMPROVEMENT OF TC SIMULATIONS
IN THE WRF MODEL
3.1. Application of spectral nudging technique
Since the late 1980s, RCMs which can reproduce regional or local details
embedded in low-resolution large-scale driving forcings (e.g., general
circulation model and global reanalysis data), have been generally used in a
number of climate studies. Although considerable efforts have been devoted to
their development and improvement, most RCMs have systematic errors that
are associated with uncertainties in dynamics, physical parameterization,
boundary condition, initialization, domain choice, and model resolution of the
numerical models (Giorgi and Mearns 1999; Wang et al. 2004).
An important issue concerning long-term RCM simulations is the lateral
boundary condition, which controls the consistency between the model solution
and the large-scale driving forcing. Since most RCMs have been developed
based on limited area models, they generally employ the traditional relaxation
method proposed by (Davies 1976) as a lateral boundary condition. This
consists of applying a Newtonian nudging, which drives the model solution
toward the large-scale driving forcing within lateral buffer zones. There have
been several studies on the traditional relaxation method that modified the size
of the buffer zone and weighting function of Newtonian nudging.
Spectral nudging (SN) has recently been applied as an addition to the
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traditional lateral boundary condition (i.e., relaxation method) to ensure
coherence of the large scales simulated by the RCM with those of the driving
data. von Storch et al. (2000) used a method in terms of the nudging
coefficients, which were applied above 850 hPa with increasing strength for
higher model levels. A number of studies have shown that SN can improve the
RCM performance in simulating the mean features of the forced large-scale
climate. Miguez-Macho et al. (2005) showed that implementing SN can
successfully improve the spatial pattern of simulated precipitation. Lee et al.
(2004), Kang et al. (2005) and Tang et al. (2010) showed that RCMs based on
the MM5 model can reproduce extreme summer precipitation events over East
Asia by providing appropriate large-scale circulations resulting from the effect
of SN. Feser and von Storch (2008) demonstrated that SN has a positive effect
on reducing the track distance error of RCM-simulated typhoons, and Knutson
et al. (2007) showed that a RCM with SN improved the interannual variability
of hurricane occurrences by decreasing the number of simulated hurricanes in
inactive seasons.
Most of previous studies on SN focused on its positive effects in regional
climate simulations. In principle, SN should not impede the ability of the RCM
to develop regional and small-scale features superimposed on the large-scale
driving conditions (Biner et al. 2000; von Storch et al. 2000). However, SN may
also have negative effects by impeding the development of the intrinsic smallscale features reproduced by RCMs, which are not included in the large-scale
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driving forcing. Alexandru et al. (2009) indicated a noticeable reduction of
precipitation extremes as a side effect of SN, and these effects are mostly
perceived when SN is the most intense. Therefore, investigating and mitigating
the disadvantages of SN is necessary for improving RCM performances.
Since SN is an empirical technique, its effect can be changed by controlling
some factors such as nudging interval, weighting, cutoff-wave length, and
nudged component. To investigate the effects of SN on simulated TC, nudging
interval is used in this study. SN is applied to the WRF model for regional
climate simulations over East Asia and the WNP, and the positive and negative
effects of SN are examined through sensitivity experiments on TC simulations
to the nudging intervals.
The model domain has 240 × 200 grid points in each of the zonal and
meridional directions with horizontal grid spacing of 30 km, and covers East
Asia and the WNP (Fig. 3.1). Ten grid points are used for lateral boundary
forcing in the buffer zone. There are 27 vertical layers between the model top at
50 hPa and the surface, and the time step of the model integration is 90 s. The
physical parameterization schemes used in this study are the Kain‐Fritsch
convective parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990; Kain 2004),
WSM3 cloud microphysics scheme (Hong et al. 2004), CAM3 radiation scheme
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Buffer zone

Figure 3.1. Model domain with topography (m).
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(Collins et al. 2004), YSU planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006),
and Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001). The R-2 reanalysis data
(Kanamitsu et al. 2002) are used to obtain the initial and boundary data to drive
the RCM, and the Optimum Interpolation SST data (Reynolds et al. 2002) are
prescribed every 24 h.
To examine the effects of SN, two seasonal simulations are conducted over
East Asia for the summer (MJJA) of 1994, when numerous TCs and extreme
drought occurred over East Asia; the NOSP run without SN, the SP run using
SN. To find the best performance of SN, sensitivity experiments to the nudging
interval are further conducted for the simulations of a strong TC that occurred
over the WNP in 1994 (August 1–13). The sensitivity experiments are
performed for four nudging intervals: 90 s (EXP_1DT run), 450 s (EXP_5DT
run), 15 min (EXP_10DT run), and 30 min (EXP_20DT run).
To elucidate the effects of SN in improving the simulations of TC, the total
occurrences and mean intensity of simulated TCs for 4 months are analyzed
(left panels of Fig 3.2 and Table 3.1). The NOSP run simulates 21 TCs, which
are approximately 30% more than that observed, whereas the SP run reproduces
a reasonable 15 TCs. This is because the occurrences of spurious TCs increase
in the NOSP run due to distorted synoptic features such as a weakened
subtropical high and decreased anticyclonic circulation over the WNP. On the
contrary, generation of spurious TCs is suppressed in the SP run because SN
prevents the distortion of synoptic fields. However, the SP run reproduces
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TC genesis and track

Precipitation

(a) Observation (RSMC)

(b) Observation (GPCP)

(c) NOSP

(d) NOSP

(e) SP

(f) SP

Figure 3.2. (left) Locations of TC genesis and tracks during MJJA of 1994,
(right) precipitation (mm d-1) and 850 hPa wind vector (m s-1) during the
summer (JJA) of 1994 in (a, b) observation, (c, d) NOSP run, and (e, f ) SP run.
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Table 3.1. Statistics of the TC during the MJJA of 1994, precipitation averaged
for JJA of 1994 for the observation and experiments. In TC activities, NTC,
MSLP, and MWS indicate the seasonal mean number of TC, minimum sea
level pressure, and maximum wind speed, respectively. Values in parentheses
are occurrences of strong typhoons with maximum surface wind speed above
33 m s-1. In precipitation, Bias, RMSE, and SCC indicate seasonal mean bias,
root mean square error, and spatial correlation coefficient between the
simulation and the observation, respectively.

TC activities

Precipitation

Observation
(RSMC)

NOSP

SP

NTC

16 (7)

21 (7)

15 (1)

MSLP (hPa)

967.7

977.9

986.8

MWS (m s-1)

31.9

27.9

24.3

Bias (mm day-1)

-

0.14

0.15

RMSE

-

3.72

3.32

SCC

-

0.57

0.71
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markedly weaker intensities for the TCs as compared with that observed and the
NOSP run, indicating that SN has the negative effect of decreasing the realistic
intensification of the simulated TCs. In particular, in the SP run, 1 strong TC
with a maximum surface wind speed of above 33 m s-1 is markedly weaker,
while 7 strong TCs are reproduced in the NOSP run. The mean maximum
surface wind speed in the SP run is about 15% weaker than that in the NOSP
run. In addition, only 3 weak TCs over the SCS are simulated in the SP
compared to 6 weak observed TCs. These results are more inconsistent with no
only observation but also the NOSP run.
These spatial distributions of TC activities can be explained by large-scale
circulation patterns. In particular, the low-level circulation modulates the
monsoon trough (i.e., the rainband and cyclonic circulation in the SCS and PS)
which provides a favorable condition for TC formation. Right panels of Fig. 3.2
show the seasonal mean (JJA) precipitation and low level wind. During the
summer of 1994, extreme drought occurred over East Asia, and the frequency
of typhoon occurrences over the WNP was anomalously larger than climatology.
In observation, the precipitation amounts over the mid-latitude regions (e.g.,
central China, Korea, and Japan) are relatively small due to the weak East Asian
summer monsoon, whereas those over the tropical regions (e.g., southern China,
the Philippines, and tropical WNP) are relatively large due to the strong western
North Pacific summer monsoon (Figure 3.2b). It is well known that the summer
mean precipitation anomaly over the East Asia region exhibits a tendency to be
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negatively correlated with the intensity of the WNP summer monsoon (Lau et al.
2000). These anomalous precipitation characteristics over East Asia and the
WNP during the summer of 1994 can be associated with anomalous synoptic
features such as the intensified low level westerly from the Bay of Bengal to the
tropical WNP and the weak expansion of the western North Pacific subtropical
high (WNPSH).
In the NOSP run without SN application, the simulated summer monsoon
rainband over the WNP is not properly reproduced as compared with the
observed rainband, which well extends from southern China to the Philippines
and tropical WNP (Figure 3.2d). In the NOSP run, the monsoon rainband is
unreasonably separated into two weak monsoon rainbands; one extending from
the East China Sea to the tropical WNP, and the other extending from the South
China Sea to the tropical WNP. These abnormal rainbands are induced by
overestimated westerly monsoon flow over the SCS. Also, the NOSP run cannot
capture heavy precipitation over southern China. This precipitation error is
because the NOSP run underestimates anticyclonic circulation over the WNP
related to the subtropical high and cyclonic circulation from the Bay of Bengal
to China associated with severe precipitation over southern China as compared
with observation. In contrast, the SP run where continuous SN is applied
captures severe floods over southern China and a well‐developed summer
monsoon rainband over the WNP (Fig. 3.2f); this is because SN decreases
systematic errors in synoptic features (e.g., subtropical high and low level wind)
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by prohibiting the distortion of large‐scale circulations, as shown in previous
studies (Kang et al. 2005; Miguez-Macho et al. 2005; Cha and Lee 2009). The
statistics for the seasonal mean precipitation in the SP run are prominently
better than those in the NOSP run (Table 3.1). This implies that SN has the
positive effect of reducing the systematic error in large‐scale regimes.
At this point, it is natural to question what negative effect of the SN
produces weak TCs in the SP run. Thus, the sensitivities of simulated TCs are
analyzed to the nudging intervals in order to investigate the effect of SN on
values added by a RCM. In 1994, the 13th typhoon, Doug, which was generated
over the WNP, moved to the East China Sea via Taiwan and caused serious
damages in the East Asian countries. Figure 3.3 shows the track and life cycle
of typhoon Doug simulated using various nudging intervals. The mean track
distance errors between August 3 and 11 are 157.4 (EXP_1DT run), 168.6
(EXP_5DT run), 178.1 (EXP_10DT run), and 209.3 km (EXP_20DT run) (Fig.
3.3a). That is, the track distance errors of the simulated TCs tend to decrease
with an increase in the nudging effect (i.e., decrease in the nudging interval).
Feser and von Storch (2008) showed that the track error in the reanalysis data
was relatively small as compared to that in a RCM forced by the reanalysis data.
Therefore, the track error can be reduced by increasing the nudging effect, since
the realistic track information embedded in the reanalysis data is strongly
nudged to model solution. In contrast, the life cycles of simulated TCs
including the developing processes tend to be improved with a decrease in the
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(a) Tracks

(b) MSLP

(c) MWS

Figure. 3.3. (a) Tracks, (b) time series of minimum sea level pressure (hPa), and
(c) time series of maximum surface wind (m s-1) for typhoon Doug as simulated
from sensitivity experiments to nudging interval. The best track dataset from
the RSMC is used as the observed typhoon.
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nudging effect (i.e., increase in the nudging interval) (Figs. 3.3b and c). The
EXP_1DT run, in which the nudging effect is relatively large due to a short
nudging interval corresponding to the time-step of integration cannot
reasonably capture the developing processes. Therefore it simulates a higher
minimum sea level pressure and weaker maximum surface wind as compared to
other experiments. In terms of both the track distance error and intensity of the
simulated TCs, the EXP_10DT run has the best results as compared to other
experiments. In addition, the e-folding time (3.1) corresponding to the
EXP_10DT run is approximately 6 h, thus the maximum SN strength in the
EXP_10DT run is most reasonable considering the e-folding times of von
Storch et al. (2000) and Biner et al. (2000) are approximately 2 h and 9 h,
respectively.
e - folding time 

t



(3.1)

The EXP_10DT run simulates a maximum surface wind at the peak time
that is approximately 20% stronger than the EXP_1DT run, although this is still
underestimated as compared with observation. This indicates that the larger SN
effects result in weaker intensities of the simulated TCs.
In the EXP_1DT run with a relatively strong SN effect, the track distance
error is small, but the intensity of the simulated TC is relatively weak. On the
contrary, in the EXP_10DT run with a relatively weak SN effect, the life cycle
of the simulated TC is prominently improved by enhancing TC intensity despite
the increased track distance error. This indicates that SN can have a negative
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effect of decreasing the TC intensity, while also having the positive effect of
improving the TC track. To investigate the negative effect of SN decreasing the
intensities of simulated TCs, the vertical structures of simulated TCs at the peak
time of the life cycle are analyzed in Fig. 3.4. In the EXP_1DT run with a
relatively strong SN effect, the maximum tangential velocity at about 850 hPa is
weakened to below 50 m s-1 and the vertical structure of the eyewall is not well
developed (Fig. 3.4a). This is because the vertical development of the TC
intrinsically generated by the RCM is suppressed by the strong SN effect at the
upper levels with a large weighting factor. In the EXP_10DT run with a
relatively weak SN effect, on the contrary, the maximum tangential velocity is
enhanced to more than 50 m s-1, and the TC is vertically well developed (Fig.
3.4b). In the EXP_1DT run, strong winds faster than 30 m s-1 exists only below
500 hPa, while it extends to above 300 hPa in the EXP_10DT run. In addition,
the EXP_10DT run simulates not only a stronger upper-level divergence but
also an enhanced low-level convergence as compared with the EXP_1DT run
(Figs. 3.4c and d); this is because SN decreases upper-level divergence by
inducing it to large-scale driving forcing due to the stronger effect of SN at the
upper levels. Therefore, the intensity of the simulated TC at the peak time tends
to be enhanced and the vertical structure tends to be better developed as the
effect of SN decreases.
In this section, simulated typhoon sensitivities are examines to SN to
investigate the effects on values added by RCMs, which are not properly
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a
Pressure (hPa)

Pressure (hPa)

b

Distance from typhoon center (km)

c

Distance from typhoon center (km)

d

Distance from typhoon center (km)

Distance from typhoon center (km)

Figure 3.4. Vertical cross section of azimuthally averaged tangential velocity (m
s-1, upper panels) and radial velocity (m s-1, lower panels) at each peak time for
the maximum surface wind speed in the (a, c) EXP_1DT and (b, d) EXP_10DT
runs.
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resolved by low‐resolution global models. Through analyzing simulated TC
activities and large-scale circulation in the NOSP and SP run, it is found that the
SN has not only positive but also negative effect in seasonal TC simulation. In
the sensitivity experiments to nudging intervals of SN, the tracks of simulated
typhoons are improved as the SN effect increases; however, the intensities of
the simulated typhoons decrease due to the suppression of the typhoon
developing process by SN. To avoid such suppression, SN should be applied
with the proper nudging interval.
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3.2. Modification of cumulus convective parameterization
and cloud microphysics scheme
While the SN in the RCM has an advantage of improving the model
performance, it has a disadvantage of contaminating remote forcing with lateral
boundary condition in the sensitivity experiments for remote forcing. Therefore,
the suitable selections or improvements of physical parameterization schemes
in the models are necessary for the meaningful predictions of precipitation and
cloud. It is well known that the convective cumulus parameterization scheme
(CPS) have pronounced influences on simulated results in the RCMs. Since the
typical range of horizontal resolution in regional climate modeling remains
about 10~60 km, most RCMs have used a CPS. The sensitivity of model
simulations to various precipitation physical parameterization schemes is an
attractive topic in NWP and climate modeling studies. There is no universal
conceptual framework for cumulus parameterization at present, so that the
general applicability of any particular scheme is not obviously possible.
Comparative studies of available cumulus parameterization schemes in the
MM5 such as Grell, Kain-Frtitsch, and Anthes-Kuo schemes were conducted
for several months long regional climate simulation (Gochis et al. 2002; Lee et
al. 2005). Differences of the simulated precipitation resulted from various
cumulus parameterization schemes are more significant in long-term simulation
than in short-term forecast. Although these studies confirmed that none of these
schemes could produce perfect simulation of observation everywhere in the
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model domain, the Kain-Fritsch scheme produced better results in terms of
statistical estimates of surface and upper-air variables as well as precipitation.
The Kain-Fritsch scheme has been used to regional climate simulation, but
there are commonly systematic errors such as overestimated precipitation at offequatorial latitudes (roughly 10–20°N). To reduce this bias, Kain-Fritsch
cumulus parameterization is modified by changing conversion constant.
Precipitation process in KF scheme is calculated by this equation, which was
based on Ogura and Cho (1973). The condensate removed from updraft is
calculated as:

 cz 

 w 



qc  qc 1  exp  


(3.2)

where dqc is condensate removed from updraft, that is precipitation out, qc,
c, dz, and w is condensate, conversion constant, depth of the model layer, and
mean vertical velocity, respectively. In this equation, c is the rate at which cloud
droplets are converted to raindrops, that is, when c is large, raindrops are
produced rapidly. According to Ogura and Cho (1973), the decision of c is
difficult. This conversion constant varies from 0.003 to 0.03 in many studies,
currently new KF scheme sets to 0.03. Therefore, the adequate selection of rate
constant can be particularly important in regional climate modeling.
In addition, WRF model often overestimates a light rain, especially over
the ocean at low latitude, caused by a microphysics scheme. To reduce the
systematic biases of the precipitation, the WSM3 microphysics in the WRF
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model was modified. The rain intercept parameter in WSM3 microphysics
scheme was changed from a constant to the variable as a function of
rainwater mixing ratio. The followings are an intercept parameter (3.3) of
WSM3 scheme and a variable intercept parameter (3.4) of New Thompson
scheme (Thompson et al. 2008).

N 0,r  8 106 m4

(3.3)

 q  q  N  N 2
 N  N2 
N 0,r   1
 tanh  ro r   1
2 
2

 4qro 
N1 : upper intercept limit

(3.4)

N 2 : lower intercept limit
q ro : transition value

The constant N0R is widely used for representing warm rain, however that
which has been used in WSM3 tends to make rain too quickly for small
raindrops because of high terminal velocity. New Thompson scheme using a
variable intercept parameter has low terminal velocity for small raindrops.
To examine the sensitiveness of conversion constant in KF scheme and
intercept parameter in WSM3 scheme, three seasonal simulations over the WNP
is conducted for the summer (JAS) of ENSO cases when active convective
circulation existed over WNP; three experiments (C03_WSM3, C01_WSM3,
and C01_MWSM3) were set (Table 3.2). The one-way nested WRF RCM with
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50-km horizontal resolution over the WNP region is designed in the global
model with 150-km horizontal resolution (Fig. 3.5). The simulation period is
during three months from 1 July to 31 September, ENSO cases (1997, 1998,
and 2004).
To clarify the effect of changing conversion constant and modifying
intercept parameter on precipitation, seasonal mean (JAS) precipitation are
analyzed (Fig. 3.6). The C03_WSM3 run (control experiment) tends to
overestimate precipitation at off-equatorial latitudes, but the C01_MWSM3
experiment successively captures the observed pattern of precipitation in all
cases. In addition, simulated TC frequencies in the C01_MWSM3 experiment
are similar to observed frequencies (Table 3.3).
In the sensitivity tests changing a conversion constant in the KF scheme and
modifying intercept parameter in the WSM3 scheme, the regional climate
simulations embedded with global model showed potential capability for
simulating TCs. The results were appropriate to simulate the TC over the WNP
in terms of genesis location, track.
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(a) Global model domain

(b) Regional model domain

Figure 3.5. (a) Global and (b) regional model domain with topography (m).
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Table 3.2. Design of experiments.
C03_WSM3

C01_WSM3

C01_MWSM3

Conversion constant
of KF scheme

0.03

0.01

0.01

Intercept parameter
of WSM3 scheme

Default

Default

Modified
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1997 (EP-EN)

1998 (CP-LN)

2004 (CP-EN)

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

GPCP

C03_WSM3

C01_WSM3

C01_MWSM3

unit: mm day-1

Figure 3.6. Seasonal mean (JAS) precipitation (mm day-1) in (a, b, c)
observation, (d, e, f) C03_WSM3 run, (g, h, i) C01_WSM3, (j, k, l)
C01_MWSM3 for EP-EN case (left panels), La Nina case (center panels), and
CP-EN case (right panels).
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1997 (EP-EN)

1998 (CP-LN)

2004 (CP-EN)

a

14

b

7

c

10

d

19

e

10

f

20

g

18

h

6

i

15

JTWC

C01_WSM3

C01_MWSM3

Figure 3.7. Locations of TC genesis and tracks over the WNP in (a, b, c)
observation, (d, e, f) C01_WSM3, (g, h, i) C01_MWSM3 for EP-EN case (left
panels), La Niña case (center panels), and CP-EN case (right panels). Values in
the upper-right corner denote mean TC frequency.
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Table 3.3. Statistics of observed and simulated TCs. NTC, MWS, and ACE
indicate the seasonal mean number of tropical cyclone, maximum wind speed
(m s-1), and accumulate cyclone energy (104 m2 s-2), respectively.
JTWC

1997

1998

2004

RSMC

C01_WSM3

C01_MWSM3

NTC

14

13

19

18

MWS

48.9

37.9

35

35.3

ACE

62.1

38.1

39.3

40.7

NTC

7

7

10

6

MWS

48.9

33.2

37.9

38.8

ACE

19.4

10.9

19.2

10.8

NTC

10

13

20

15

MWS

48.9

34.8

36.9

37.1

ACE

46.3

32.8

41.8

35.7
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CHAPTER 4. CLIMATOLOGY OF TC ACTIVITIES IN
THE WRF MODEL
4.1. Model configuration
The dynamical model used is the global and regional WRF model
(Skamarock et al. 2008). To overcome the limitations of TC-resolving
capability in the global WRF model with 150-km horizontal resolution, the oneway nested WRF RCM with 50-km horizontal resolution over the WNP region
is designed (Fig. 3.5). There are 27 vertical layers between the surface and
model top level (50 hPa). The time step of the model integration is 600 s in the
global WRF model and 200 s in the nested WRF RCM. In this study, the new
version of the Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme is used for
subgrid-scale convection (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1990; Kain 2004). The mixedphase microphysics scheme of WRF single-moment 3-class (WSM3; Hong et al.
2004) is used for moist processes for the grid-resolvable scale. The YSU
scheme, Noah land-surface model, and CAM longwave/shortwave radiation
schemes (Collins et al. 2004) are used for the planetary boundary layer, land
surface, and atmospheric radiation process, respectively. In order to provide
initial and boundary data to drive the RCM, upper-air variables (zonal and
meridional winds, temperature, and relative humidity) on a 2.5°×2.5° horizontal
grid mesh and at 18 pressure levels from 1000 to 50 hPa along with surface
variables on a T63 Gaussian grid (approximately a 1.875°×1.904° grid mesh)
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are obtained from 6-hourly data from the NCEP R-2 reanalysis. These data
were bi-linearly interpolated to the model grids. The observed SST is updated
every 24 h from the 1°×1° weekly data.
Some previous studies showed that the resolution of 50 km is not sufficient
to resolve the observed structure and intensity of the TC (Walsh et al. 2004;
Lavender and Walsh 2011; Manganello et al. 2012). In addition, it has been
reported that the WRF model has some notable biases for overestimating the
WNP TC activity due to the anomalously strong Asian monsoon flow, high
moisture content, and enhanced instability (Suzuki-Parker 2011; Tulich et al.
2011). If those deficiencies were critical, a study on the WNP TC activity using
WRF model might be problematic. However, there are other researches
showing that the intensity underestimation in a RCM with 50–60 km horizontal
resolutions does not cause a serious problem in case of focusing on TC genesis
and track (Zhan et al. 2011b; Au-Yeung and Chan 2012). Furthermore, the
simulated TC activity with our model setup is not excessively overestimated
with our model setup (see Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1), and this study deals with the
TC genesis and track from an anomalous viewpoint (i.e., the difference of the
CP-EN event from the climatology). Therefore, the previously reported
deficiencies of the WRF model may not seriously undermine the overall results
of this study.
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4.2. Results of 29-year TC simulations
There are several prerequisites for any study aiming to investigate the
climate variability of model-simulated TC activity. The first requisite is the
ability of the model to appropriately reproduce the observed climatology. Using
improved precipitation physical schemes, 29 simulations for JASO of all real
years 1982–2010 are carried out as control experiments, which are referred to
as Globe_SST. Prior to investigating TC activity, the pattern of simulated
precipitation is examined because TC activity (i.e., convection activity) can be
represent as a part of precipitation phenomena. Figure 4.1 shows the 29-year
climatology of seasonal mean precipitation in observation and simulations. The
observed precipitation is concentrated in two major precipitation regions. The
first is a rain-band extending from the South China Sea to central China, Korea,
and Japan, which is related to the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM). The
second precipitation region over the WNP south of 20oN is associated with the
WNP summer monsoon (WNPSM). In the Globe_SST run, two main bands
tend to be overestimated overall. However, locations of rain bands are
realistically captured compared to the observation.
The simulation capability of TC tracks is the most essential part in this study,
which targets TC activity near the coastal regions. The climatological mean
track density of TCs in Globe_SST (i.e., control experiments) shares
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Globe_SST (150km)

CMAP (2.5°)

a

b

CMAP (2.5°)

Globe_SST (50km)

d

c

unit: mm day -1

Figure 4.1. 29-year (1982-2010) climatology of seasonal mean (JASO)
precipitation (mm day-1) in (a, c) observation, (b) Globe_SST run (150 km), and
(d) Globe_SST run (50 km).
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remarkable similarities with that obtained from the observed best-track data
(Figs. 4.2a vs. 4.2b). Although the simulated track density gets slightly lower
near the coastal regions compared to its observed counterpart, the reasonable
distribution of track density ensures the feasibility of the WRF RCM with 50km horizontal resolution for the study dealing with TC tracks. In addition to the
track density, the model reasonably reproduces seasonal total numbers of TCs
generated (17.9 in the observation vs. 18.9 in the model, see Table 4.1), and
climatological mean genesis regions (Figs. 4.2c vs. 4.2d). The genesis regions
of TCs in Globe_SST are similar to those in the observation with a major region
of TC formation between 5° and 25°N and three local maxima: one in the South
China Sea (SCS) and two others around 130°E and 145°E. The two local
maxima in the Philippine Sea (PS) are slightly shifted to the east in Globe_SST.
These spatial distributions of TC activities can be explained by large-scale
circulation patterns. In particular, the steering flow primarily modulates TC
tracks, and the monsoon trough (i.e., the positive relative vorticity in the SCS
and PS) provides a favorable condition for TC formation (e.g., Ho et al. 2004).
Here, the steering flow is defined as the vertically integrated horizontal wind in
the troposphere from 925 to 400 hPa (Wu et al. 2010; Hong et al. 2011). In
Globe_SST, both the mid-latitude trough over East Asia and the tropical
monsoon trough are stronger than those in the observation. As a result, the
western boundary of the subtropical high is displaced farther to the east,
compared with the observation (Figs. 4.2e vs. 4.2f). The strengthened monsoon
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Observation

Model (Globe_SST)
TC tracks

(a)

(b)

TC genesis

(c)

(d)

Large-scale environments
(e)

(f)

Figure 4.2. Climatological mean of (a, b) TC track density, (c, d) genesis density,
and (e, f) 850-hPa relative vorticity (10−5 s−1, shading for positive values),
steering flows (streamline), and 5880 gpm line (gpm, thick contour). The track
and genesis density are gridded at a 2.5°×2.5° resolution. Solid boxes denote
the WNP region. Left and right panels show observation and simulation,
respectively.
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Table 4.1. Statistics of observed and simulated seasonal mean TCs during 19822010. NTC, ACE, MSLP, MWS indicate the climatological mean number of
TC, accumulate cyclone energy (104 m2 s-2), minimum sea level pressure (hPa),
and maximum wind speed (m s-1), respectively.
Observation (RSMC)

Model (WRF)

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

NTC

17.9

3.9

18.9

2.9

ACE

37.8

12.3

39.9

7.8

MSLP

961.6

27.2

959.2

17.5

MWS

34.7

11.1

36.0

5.0
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circulation in Globe_SST appears to increase the frequency of TC formation.
However, its influence marginally occurs only east of 140°E (particularly
around 15°N and 155°E), but almost insignificant west of 140°E (Figs. 4.2c vs.
4.2d). The reason may be speculated through the magnitude of vertical wind
shear and the location of monsoon confluent zone which determine
environmental conditions for TC formation (Gray 1977; Ritchie and Holland
1999). Since the vertical wind shear is strengthened a lot west of 140°E (not
shown) by enhanced monsoon circulation west of 140°E in Globe_SST (Figs.
4.2e vs. 4.2f), it appears to limit TC formation therein; thus the frequency of TC
formation may not increase in spite of enhanced cyclonic background in
Globe_SST. In contrast, around 15°N and 155°E, the magnitude of vertical
wind shear in Globe_SST is almost similar to that in the observation (not
shown), but the stronger monsoon confluent zone is formed (Fig. 4.2f); thus TC
formation may increase in the favorable confluent background. On the other
hand, the eastward retreat of steering flows around the subtropical high may
partly contribute to the reduced track density near the East Asian coastal regions
(Figs. 4.2a vs. 4.2b). Despite some biases in Globe_SST, it is sufficient to say
that the model reasonably reproduces observed climatological patterns of TC
activities and large-scale circulations.
Figure 4.3 compares probability distribution functions (PDFs) of lifetime
maximum intensities from the observation and model. The observed curve is
skewed with a maximum near TC (33-44 m s-1) strength. However, the
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Figure 4.3. (a) Probability distribution function of TC lifetime maximum wind
speed (m s-1) in observation (red) and simulation (blue). (b) Scatter plots of TC
maximum wind speed (m s-1) and minimum sea level pressure (hPa) for all TCs
at their lifetime maximum intensity, in observation (red) and simulation (blue).
Red and blue solid lines denote quadratic fit for observation and simulation,
respectively.
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simulated curve is more Normal-shaped, and maximized at Category 3 (33-42
m s-1) strength. The wind-pressure relationship (Fig. 4.3) shows that the
simulated wind speed is underestimated when compared to observations for a
given pressure under ~970hPa, implying that the resolution of the WRF RCM
(50km) is not sufficient to resolve the steep pressure gradient observed in
intense TCs. These are well-known issues with other comparable regional
models (e.g., Walsh et al. 2004; Oouchi et al. 2006). Meanwhile, the occurrence
of weaker TCs is also underestimated. This is partly due to the 17 m s-1 cut-off
in TC tracking criteria. There is also a tendency to overestimate the intensity of
weak storms by the model (Davis et al. 2010), but it is not known how much of
this tendency is contributing to the intensity distribution bias seen here.
Figure 4.4 shows the time series of the TC frequency and ACE for
observations and simulations from 1982 to 2010. There is a good
correspondence between the observed and simulated time series, with a
correlation of 0.50 and a RMSE of 3.87 (Fig. 4.4a). In time series of ACE (Fig.
4.4b), the correlation coefficient is slightly higher (0.71) than the TC frequency.
These results suggest that the model has considerable performance in
reproducing the observed variability and the trend of WNP TC frequency. The
promising simulation can be attributed to the model’s good skills in capturing
the large-scale environment and the triggering mechanisms for TC formation
over the WNP, although the model horizontal resolution (50 km) is too coarse to
resolve all aspects of TCs.
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Figure 4.4. (a) Annual frequency and (b) ACE index of TCs in observation (red)
and simulation (blue). Values r denote the correlation coefficient between the
simulated and the observed frequencies and ACE indices.
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Figure 4.5 shows the monthly mean TC genesis frequency during JASO
season averaged for 1982–2010 in the simulation and the observation. The
month-to-month variation in the TC genesis frequency is well reproduced by
the model. Although the simulated TC frequency in October are about 25%
higher than that observed, the model simulates an increase from July to August,
a maximum in August, and a decrease from August to October, in agreement
with the observed results.
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Figure 4.5. Climatological mean monthly TC genesis frequency.
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CHAPTER 5. INFLUENCE OF ENSO-RELATED SST
ON TC TRACK
5.1. Enhanced TC activity in East Asia during CP-EN
ENSO is one of the most important climate phenomena affecting TC
activity. Many previous studies have examined the influence of ENSO on TC
activity in the WNP (e.g., Chan 2000; Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo and
Sobel 2005). Recently, El Niño has been found to occur as two types, CP-EN
and eastern Pacific El Niño (EP-EN), which are distinguished by the location of
the maximum equatorial SST anomaly (Ashok et al. 2007; Kao and Yu 2009;
Kug et al. 2009; Yeh et al. 2009). The two types of El Niño have markedly
different influences on WNP TC activity (both genesis frequency and track)
resulting from differences in locations of maximum SST anomalies and related
atmospheric heating (Chen and Tam 2010; Chen 2011; Hong et al. 2011; Kim et
al. 2011). Chen and Tam (2010) noted that CP-EN is significantly positively
correlated with the basin-wide frequency of summer TC genesis in the WNP,
while EP-EN is not. Using a simple low-resolution baroclinic model, they
argued that CP-EN events induce a large-scale anomalous cyclonic response
covering the main development region of TCs in the WNP, providing favorable
conditions for TC genesis.
Meanwhile, through observational analyses, Kim et al. (2011) noted that
CP-EN provides more favorable conditions for TC landfall in the WNP. Hong et
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al. (2011) also found a notable distinction in TC tracks between the two types of
El Niño: more TCs move near the coastal region of East Asia during CP-EN,
which is also season-dependent like TC genesis frequency (Chen and Tam 2010)
except that the difference is significant during boreal autumn. By conducting
global model experiments that prescribe the SST difference between CP-EN
and EP-EN, Hong et al. (2011) argued that the difference in local SSTs in the
WNP between CP-EN and EP-EN is the main driver leading to the marked
difference in local circulations and, in turn, TC tracks during autumn.
Given the observation and modeling studies aforementioned, it is inferred
that seasonal TC activity adjacent to the East Asian coast would be enhanced
during CP-EN. However, a question still needs to be posed that the relatively
warmer local SST in the WNP during CP-EN really plays a decisive role in
frequent TC movements to the East Asian coast as suggested by Hong et al.
(2011). This question arises from the fact that the SST anomaly in the western
part of WNP during CP-EN is still slightly negative, compared with the
climatology (Kim et al. 2011). In fact, the experiments of Hong et al. (2011)
that prescribed the SST difference between CP-EN and EP-EN were designed
to maximize the difference between CP-EN and EP-EN. Although their method
is relevant to discuss in terms of the comparisons between the two types of El
Niño, it may not be applicable for accounting for the direct role of CP-EN.
This study revisits the role of tropical central Pacific (CP) SST warming in
forming the anomalous atmospheric responses in the WNP as in (Chen and Tam
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2010), because it is the CP basin where the SST variation is large during CP-EN.
This work has an advantageous point in that a non-hydrostatic model is used.
This model is found to resolve TCs reasonably and maintain the TC intensity
even near the mid-latitude East Asian coastal area, which definitely enables us
to investigate the CP-EN response of TC tracks through realistically simulated
TC tracks. In this study, we performed a series of sensitivity experiments and
found that the northern off-equatorial CP SST anomaly during CP-EN plays a
crucial role in forming the circulation response relevant to highly frequent TC
movement toward East Asia.
Following the definition by Kim et al. (2011) but based on the OISST data,
four EP-EN events (1982, 1987, 1997, and 2009) and three CP-EN events
(1994, 2002, and 2004) are finally selected during the period 1982-2010 (Fig.
5.1a). The EP-EN and CP-EN years are selected when the Niño-3 and Niño-4
index exceeds one standard deviation during JASO, respectively. In addition,
Niño-4 is greater than the Niño-3 index for CP-EN. Figures 5.1b and 5.1c
present the composite SST anomalies during EP-EN and CP-EN, respectively.
The equatorial SST warming is located over the EP and CP, representing the
typical related anomaly pattern. Based on our definition, the selected CP-EN
events are fewer in number than those in previous studies (e.g., Chen and Tam
2010; Hong et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2011; McPhaden et al. 2011). It is found that
the use of the OISST data, JASO season, and anomaly calculated based on the
1982-2010 climatology lead us to the elimination of some typically selected
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Figure 5.1. (a) Time series of normalized Niño-3 (open circles; 5°S–5°N, 150°–
90°W) and Niño-4 (closed circles; 5°S–5°N, 160°E–150°W) index averaged
during JASO, and composite anomalies of SST (K) during (b) EP-EN events
(1982, 1987, 1997, and 2009) and (c) CP-EN events (1994, 2002, and 2004).
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1991, 2009, etc.). According to our calculations, the Niño-4 SST anomaly
events (e.g., during JASO in 1991 was smaller than one standard deviation, and
that during JASO in 2009 was smaller than the Niño-3 SST anomaly despite
being larger than one standard deviation. Although these two years are omitted
because of our rigorous selection method, our main findings are not particularly
sensitive to the addition of more events.
The comparison of TC tracks between EP‐EN and CP‐EN is shown in Fig.
5.2. Where EP-EN TC tracks may be separated into two main paths: a westward
track and northward recurving track, CP-EN TC tracks look like the
combination of two main paths. This characteristic also appears that more TC
tracks pass through the East China Sea during CP-EN compared with EP-EN.
In EP-EN, TC formation tends to be enhanced over the southeastern WNP and
decrease in other regions. The eastward displacement of genesis in EP-EN in
the southeast WNP has been well documented in previous studies as noted
above and is generally explained by the generation of large-scale circulations
that influence the extension–retreat of the monsoon trough (Chen et al. 1998),
the low-level flow (Wang and Chan 2002), and the vertical wind shear (Chia
and Ropelewski 2002). In CP-EN, the genesis locations are quite different from
EP-EN. The CP-EN TC formation over the northwestern part of the WNP
increases the probabilities of TC propagation into the northern part of East Asia,
including both Korea and Japan, even though they do not appear very
significant. The decrease of genesis over the southwestern part of the WNP may
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(a) EP-EN

(b) CP-EN

Figure 5.2. Locations of TC genesis (red filled circle) and tracks during (a) EPEN and (b) CP-EN.
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also be induced by the local thermodynamic effect caused by the negative SST
anomaly (Fig. 5.1c) and associated subsidence.
The difference in the cyclogenesis patterns between two types of El Niño
influences the propagation patterns of TCs. During EP-EN, the tracks are
concentrated over the southeastern WNP and reduced over the other regions
(Fig. 5.2a). The tracks during CP-EN are markedly different from those
occurring either in EP-EN (Fig. 5.2b). In CP-EN, TCs generated over the
southeastern and northwestern WNP tend to penetrate through the entire WNP,
making landfall to East Asian coastal regions (e.g., East China, Taiwan, Korea,
and Japan).
To investigate the climate variability of model-simulated TC activity, the
ability of the model to reproduce the observed climatology is examined. The
correlation coefficient between the observed and simulated TC genesis
frequencies is 0.50 during 1982–2010, indicating the feasibility of the WRF
model for the observed interannual variability of TC genesis frequency. Next,
the ability of the model to simulate the observed interannual variability of
seasonal TC activity and large-scale environments is investigated. On the
interannual time scale, the ability of the model can be assessed by considering
the ENSO-related variability. The anomaly distributions of TCs and large-scale
environments during CP-EN simulated in Globe_SST with those from the
observation are compared in Fig. 5.3. During the CP-EN events, the observed
TC track density increases significantly over the majority of the WNP
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Observation

Model (Globe_SST)
TC tracks

(a)

(b)

EAC

TC genesis

(c)

Climatology
CP-EN

(d)

Climatology
CP-EN

Large-scale environments
(e)

(f)

Figure 5.3. Composite anomalies of (a, b) TC track density, (c, d) genesis
density, and (e, f) 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm, contour), steering flows
(m s−1, vector), and OLR (W m−2, shading) during CP-EN. 5880 gpm lines
(gpm, contour) for climatology (dashed) and CP-EN (solid) are also plotted in
(c, d). Left and right panels show observation and simulation, respectively.
Dashed boxes denote the EAC region (20°–40°N, 120°–140°E). Dots, crosshatching, and bold vectors denote regions where the anomalies are significant at
the 90% confidence level based on a Student’s t test.
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basin except over the SCS and around the Philippines (Fig. 5.3a). The
Globe_SST run skillfully captures the gross pattern of the observed anomalies
during CP-EN; however, it should be noted that the magnitude of anomalies in
Globe_SST is smaller over the East Asian coastal (EAC) region (20°–40°N,
120°–140°E; the boxed area in Figs. 5.3a–5.3d) and the eastern part of the WNP
basin (Fig. 5.3b). The anomalous patterns of TC genesis density also show a
discrepancy between the observation and the model simulation. While in the
observation, a concentrated region of increased TC genesis is mostly found in
the southeast of Japan and the southeastern part of the WNP (east of 160°E)
(Fig. 5.3c), the increased region is relatively weak and shifted westward in
Globe_SST (Fig. 5.3d). The underestimated CP-EN effect over the EAC region
may be attributed to the near normal TC genesis frequency southeast of Japan
(HM Kim et al. 2011). The negligible anomaly of TC genesis in the
southeastern part of the WNP can be understood in conjunction with the
equatorward extension of the subtropical high to the tropical eastern WNP basin
(i.e., an unfavorable condition for TC formation), compared with the
observation (Fig. 5.3d). This discrepancy leads to the weaker track density
anomalies over the eastern part of the WNP in Globe_SST (Fig. 5.3b). In
addition, the overall anomalies of track and genesis density in Globe_SST are
weaker than those observed. This may be attributed to the model deficiency in
that the number of TCs generated shows lower interannual variability (the
standard deviation is 2.9) than that in the observation (3.9). A unified
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interpretation of the genesis and track density anomalies in both the observation
and Globe_SST would justify more frequent entries of TCs from the tropical
WNP basin into the EAC region during CP-EN.
The anomalous large-scale environments during CP-EN are compared for
the observation and Globe_SST (Figs. 5.3e and 5.3f). In the observation, the
enhanced tropical convection (i.e., negative OLR anomaly) related to the
tropical CP SST warming dominates the Niño-4 region, while suppressed
convection is found over the Maritime Continent (Fig. 5.3e). In response to
anomalous convection and westerly steering flows build anomalous cyclonic
tropospheric circulation and negative anomalies of 500-hPa geopotential height
over the East China Sea (ECS) and PS, which may be regarded as a Gill-type
response. Thus, favorable conditions for TC activity are developed in the ECS
and PS. The Globe_SST run skillfully captures the gross pattern of anomalous
large-scale environments during CP-EN despite some discrepancies (Fig. 5.3f).
The anomalous cyclonic large-scale environments in the subtropics are
simulated with larger amplitude compared to that of the observation. At first
glance, this appears to be in contradiction to the weaker track density anomalies
over the eastern part of the WNP basin in Globe_SST (Fig. 5.3b). As
aforementioned, however, this apparent discrepancy would be understandable if
the extended subtropical high in Globe_SST was to be considered (Figs. 5.3c vs.
5.3d).
The results of the Globe_SST run clarify that the WRF RCM is able to
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reproduce the TC response to changes in local large-scale environments induced
by the tropical heating pattern during CP-EN. Clearly, this is a practical basis
for ensuring the credibility of the follow-up idealized experiments, which aim
to identify the role of tropical CP SST warming.
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5.2. Critical role of northern off-equatorial CP SST
warming
Two sensitivity experiments are conducted to delineate the role of the CP
SST anomaly (i.e., R1_SST and R1+R2_SST). The designs of the model
experiments are listed in Table 5.1. While the R1_SST experiment only includes
the SST anomaly in the Niño-4 region (R1: 5°S–5°N, 160°E–150°W) where the
largest positive SST anomaly is observed during CP-EN, the R1+R2_SST
experiment extends toward the northern off-equatorial CP region (R2: 5°–20°N,
160°E–150°W) where the extended positive SST anomaly exists associated
with CP-EN (Di Lorenzo et al. 2010).
As shown in Figs. 5.3a and 5.1c, the enhanced TC activities over the
tropical WNP and EAC regions during CP-EN seem to be associated with
tropical CP SST warming through the modulation of atmospheric environments
over the WNP. First, the enhanced TC activity in the tropical WNP during CPEN can be explained in a similar manner to in previous studies (Chen and Tam
2010; Kim et al. 2011). The increase in TC genesis frequency in this region
during CP-EN is attributed to the Gill-type cyclonic circulation response
induced by CP SST warming (Chen and Tam 2010). This anomalous pattern of
large-scale environments and increased seasonal total numbers of TC geneses
(22.0 in the observation vs. 20.4 in the model) during CP-EN are also captured
by the model (Table 5.2). As aforementioned, the less number of TCs
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Table 5.1. Design of experiments.
Experiment

Ensemble Initialized
number
date

Year

SST boundary condition

19822010
except CP-EN
years

OISST for simulating
years over global oceans

1

21 June

CP-EN years
(1994, 2002
and 2004)

OISST for simulating
years over global oceans

3

19, 20 and
21 June

CP-EN years

OISST for simulating
years in R1 +
Climatological OISST
over the rest ocean
domain

3

19, 20 and
21 June

CP-EN years

OISST for simulating
years in R1 and R2 +
Climatological OISST
over the rest ocean
domain

3

19, 20 and
21 June

Globe_SST

R1_SST

R1+R2_SST

* The R1 and R2 denote the Niño-4 region (5°S5°N, 160°E150°W) and the
northern off-equatorial region (5°N20°N, 160°E150°W), respectively.
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Table 5.2. Statistics of the TC genesis frequency for the observation and
simulation during CP-EN years (1994, 2002, and 2004).
CP-EN years (1994, 2002, and 2004)
Mean

Standard deviation

Observation

22.0

6.9

Globe_SST

20.4

3.7
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generated in the model is ascribed to the relatively lower interannual variability
(i.e., smaller standard deviation) of the model.
Next, the enhanced TC activity over the EAC region should be viewed in
terms of the variability in TC tracks because the genesis anomaly during CP-EN
is trivial therein (Figs. 5.3c and 5.3d). That is, more frequent entries of TCs,
which are generated in the southeastern part of the WNP, are more relevant to
explain the increased track density over the EAC region. Recently, Hong et al.
(2011) suggested that the warmer local SST during CP-EN, as compared with
EP-EN, forms a locally favorable condition for frequent TC movements toward
the EAC region. However, the role of the remote SST warming in the tropical
CP needs be further investigated not only because the SST anomaly is still
negative in the western part of WNP during CP-EN, though slightly warmer
than that during EP-EN, but also because the warm SST anomaly in the tropical
CP represents a marked difference during CP-EN compared with other ENSO
phases. Since its influence on the large-scale environments in the WNP that
modulate TC tracks has not been studied yet, there is sufficient reason to focus
on this region.
The one-point correlation map is one way to effectively delineate the spatial
SST structure associated with the enhanced TC activity over the EAC region
(Fig. 5.4a). Before computing correlations, the time series of the TC number
over the EAC region is modified by removing the TCs migrating from the SCS.
This is because the TCs from the SCS tend to have irregular tracks in a deep
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(a) COR [observed TCs(EAC−SCS) vs. SST]

(b) COR [simulated TCs(EAC−SCS) vs. SST]

EAC
SCS

(d) COR [simulated TCs(EAC) vs. SST]

(c) COR [observed TCs(EAC) vs. SST]

EAC

Figure 5.4. Observational correlation map of the SST field with (a, b) the
number of TCs entering the EAC region, except those migrating from the SCS
during JASO. (c, d) Same as Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b, except including the SCS TCs.
Left and right panels show correlations with observed and simulated TCs,
respectively. Light and dark shadings denote significant correlation at the 90%
and 95% confidence level based on a Student’s t test, respectively.
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monsoon trough where steering flows are weak; this makes it difficult to
understand the CP-EN influence on TC tracks through modulation of seasonal
mean steering flows. However, inclusion of the SCS TCs does not totally negate
the correlation pattern (Fig. 5.4b). Though the correlation coefficients become
lower, significantly positive correlations are still observed for the tropical CP.
The correlation coefficient that passes the 90% (95%) confidence level is 0.31
(0.37) with a two-tailed Student’s t test.
Figure 5.4a reconfirms that enhanced TC activity over the EAC region is
positively correlated with tropical CP SST warming. Interestingly, the positively
correlated CP region looks like the coalition of two zonally elongated bands—
one in the Niño-4 region, and the other approximately along the 10°N line. The
significant correlation with the northern off-equatorial CP SST warming
indicates its possible role in the enhanced TC activity over the EAC region
during CP-EN. At this point, it is natural to question which region of the CP
SST warming is more critical for the formation of the circulation response
relevant to more frequent TC movements toward the EAC region: the Niño-4
region or the northern off-equatorial CP? Therefore, the sensitivity experiments
which are described in Table 5.3 are performed to provide a plausible answer to
this question. The two forcing regions (i.e., R1 and R2) are shown in Fig. 5.5
with the composite SST anomaly during CP-EN. Meanwhile, the negative
correlation in the PS and Maritime Continent is also significant (Fig. 5.4a). This
may be a secondary signal in response to the CP warming. The negative SST
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Table 5.3. CP-EN events and SST anomalies classified by amplitude of R2 SST
anomaly during 1960-2010 using HadISST data.
Amplitude of
R2 SST anomaly

CP-EN years (0.6σ)

No

SSTA (R1)

SSTA (R2)

1977

+0.62

-0.02

Weak

1991, 1993, 2002

+0.54

+0.15

Strong

1966, 1986, 1990, 1994, 2004

+0.54

+0.35
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SST forcing (CP-EN)

R2
R1

Figure 5.5. Seasonal mean SST anomaly (K, contour) during CP-EN. The
anomalies in R1 and R1+R2 (shading) are used as boundary conditions for
R1_SST and R1+R2_SST, respectively.
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anomaly in the southwestern part of the western Pacific plays a role in
suppressing TC activity therein by the local thermodynamic effect (Kim et al.
2011).
It is necessary to check whether the model satisfies a prerequisite for
simulating the observed relationship between the SST field and the number of
TCs entering the EAC region. Figures 5.4b and 5.4d show the simulated results
corresponding to Figs. 5.4a and 5.4c, respectively. Although the correlation
coefficients in Globe_SST are lower over the Niño-4 region and the northern
off-equatorial CP, it is notable that the model fairly captures the key doublebanded features in the observed correlation map with a marginal significance.
Taking into consideration of a single simulation per season without ensemble
members during 29 years and weaker interannual variability of the simulated
TC genesis frequency, the similarity of the correlation pattern may justify the
examination as to how tropical CP SST forcing modulates TC tracks in the
WNP.
Although the spatial SST structure associated with the enhanced TC activity
over the EAC region during CP-EN was investigated using composite analysis
and one-point correlation map, it is necessary to check the following two
prerequisites. First, R2 SST warming is significant compared to R1 SST
warming. Second, more frequent TC movements toward the EAC region are not
a particular feature during three strong CP-EN (particularly 2004), but a general
feature during CP-EN. First, since the standard deviation of SST anomaly over
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the R2 region (northern off-equatorial CP) is smaller than that over the R1
region (Niño-4), R2 SST warming becomes significant with smaller positive
anomaly than R1 SST warming (Table 5.4 and right panels in Fig. 5.6). The
enhanced convection by R2 SST warming may efficiently produce the
significant circulation response due to greater Coriolis effect, even though the
amplitude of SST warming is small. The evidence for this comes from Fig. 5.4a.
Next, the TC movements toward the EAC region are primarily coming from
2004 with the highest ratio of the number of TCs moving toward the EAC
region to total number of WNP TC (Table 5.3, left panels of Fig. 5.6). However,
since the reason for not the clustered TC tracks but more frequent TC
movements toward the EAC region is focused on, TC tracks in the other two
cases are also significant (Table 5.4). In order to support that more frequent TC
movements toward the EAC region are not a particular feature during three
strong CP-EN (particularly 2004) but a general feature during CP-EN, we
selected more CP-EN cases with less strict criteria (0.6 standard deviation of
Niño-4 index). Though the amplitude of equatorial SST warming is weakened,
the R2 SST warming and the tunnel effect of TC tracks are still significant,
even excluding 2004 (Fig. 5.7). Therefore, the tunnel effect during CP-EN does
not depends on the particular case, relates to R2 SST warming.
Figure 5.8 shows the composite anomalies of the simulated track and
genesis densities in the two sensitivity experiments. It is found that the R1_SST
experiment fails to capture the observed increase in TC activity in the EAC
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TC tracks

SST anomaly

a

b

1994

R2

R1

c

d

e

f

2002

2004

Figure 5.6. (a, c, e) TC genesis locations and tracks and (b, d, f) SST anomalies
(K) for three CP-EN years (1994, 2002, and 2004). Dashed boxes denote the
EAC region.
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Table 5.4. SST anomalies and TC frequencies for three CP-EN years and climatology (1982-2010).
SST anomaly (K)

Number of TC

Niño-4
(R1)

NOECP
(R2)

WNP

EAC – SCS

EAC - SCS
WNP

1994

0.68

0.40

30

13

0.43

2002

0.77

0.13

18

10

0.56

2004

0.76

0.25

18

13

0.72

CP-EN

0.74

0.26

22.0

12.0

0.55

Clim. mean
(SD)

(0.63)

(0.27)

17.9 (3.9)

8.4 (2.1)

0.47
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CP-EN (0.6SD)

CP-EN (0.6SD) excluding 2004
SST

(a)

(b)

TC tracks
(c)

(d)

Circulation anomalies
(e)

(f)

Figure 5.7. Composite anomalies of SST, TC track density, and large-scale
environments. Left and right panels show CP-EN events selected with 0.6σ
(1986, 1990, 1991, 1994, 2002, and 2004) and CP-EN events excluding 2004.
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region (Fig. 5.8a), whereas the R1+R2_SST experiment successfully reproduces
it (Fig. 5.8b). In addition, the observed negative anomalies over the SCS, the
Philippines, and the southeast of Japan are reproduced only by the R1+R2_SST
experiment. However, it should be noted that the two experiments simulate
almost identical mean seasonal total TC numbers (i.e., 20.6 in R1_SST and 20.5
in R1+R2_SST), which are slightly higher than in the climatology of
Globe_SST (18.9). In both experiments, TC formations tend to be enhanced in
between 5° and 15°N over the WNP (Figs. 5.8c and 5.8d). These results suggest
that the northern off-equatorial CP SST forcing, in addition to the Niño-4 SST
forcing, makes the response of WNP TC activity more realistic through its
influence on TC tracks, while the Niño-4 SST forcing itself plays a primary role
in modulating the number and location of TC formations (Chen and Tam 2010).
To identify how SST forcing in the northern off-equatorial CP modulates
TC tracks in the WNP, the simulated large-scale environments are examined
(Figs. 5.8e and 5.8f). Although the gross patterns are similar in both
experiments, some notable differences are worth mentioning. In R1_SST, the
anomalous cyclone is confined south of the EAC region and the anomalous
anticyclone is located between Korea and Japan (Fig. 5.8e). This pattern is more
favorable for TC movement toward the EAC region than that in R1_SST.
Additionally, an ensemble experiment with only the R2 SST forcing is carried
out to understand whether the sole R2 SST forcing also have a role in the more
frequent TC movements toward the EAC region (Fig. 5.9). In this experiment,
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Model (R1_SST)

Model (R1+R2_SST)
TC tracks

(a)

EAC

(b)

TC genesis

(c)

(d)

Large-scale environments
(e)

(f)

Figure 5.8. Same as Fig. 5.3, except for R1_SST (a, c, e) and R1+R2_SST (b, d,
f). Boxes filled with red dots denote the regions with anomalous SST forcing in
relation with CP-EN.
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(a) SST
R2

(b) TC tracks

(c) Circulation anomalies

Figure 5.9. (a) Same as Fig. 5.5, except for R2_SST. (b, c) Same as Figs. 5.7c
and 7e, except for R2_SST.
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more TCs enter the EAC region, which indicates the positive anomalies over
the EAC region in R1+R2_SST are mainly ascribed to the R2 SST forcing. In
comparison with the observed anomalies (Fig. 5.3f), the anomalous response
over the EAC region is thought to be more realistic in R1+R2_SST. Therefore,
we suggest that the northern off-equatorial CP SST anomaly provides a
favorable condition for TC movements toward the EAC region by expanding
the Gill-type anomalous cyclonic response in the PS further northward.
To identify how amplitude of R2 SST warming modulates TC tracks in the
WNP, we examine observed TC tracks and large-scale environments in more
CP-EN cases with less strict criteria (0.6 standard deviation) and extended
period 1960-2010 in the HadISST. Nine CP-EN cases are selected and
classified by amplitude of R2 SST warming as No_R2_SST, Weak_R2_SST,
and Strong_R2_SST (Table 5.3). In NO_R2_SST, 1977, the extension of
monsoon trough by R1 SST warming and the eastward retreat of subtropical
high are not general features of CP-EN (Fig. 5.10). These patterns are similar to
features in boreal autumn during EP-EN (Figs. 1d and 2b in Hong et al. 2011),
in turn, less TCs move to the EAC region. In both Weak_R2_SST and
Strong_R2_SST more TCs move to the EAC region. Particularly, in
Strong_R2_SST, anomalous cyclone slightly expands northward, in turn, the
subtropical high is pushed to the northeast. Therefore, R2 SST warming plays a
critical role in frequent TC movements toward the EAC region.
In order to identify how amplitude and location of R1 SST warming
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No_R2_SST

Weak_R2_SST

Strong_R2_SST

(1977)

(1991, 1993, 2002)

(1966, 1986, 1990, 1994, 2004)

SST
(a)

(b)

(c)

TC tracks
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(e)

(f)

Circulation anomalies
(g)
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Circulations
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Figure 5.10. Composite anomalies of (a, b, c) SST (K, contour), (d, e, f) TC
tracks, (g, h, i) 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm, contour), and steering flow
(m s-1, vector). (j, k, l) Composites of 850-hPa relative vorticity (10−5 s−1,
shading for positive values), steering flows (streamline), and 5880 gpm line
(gpm, thick contour). Left, middle, and right panels show No_R2_SST,
Weak_R2_SST, and Strong_R2_SST, respectively. The thick green arrows
denote the main paths of TC track anomalies. The blue dashed lines and red
solid lines indicate the west edge of the 5880 gpm line and the monsoon trough,
respectively.
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modulate TC tracks in the WNP, we conducted three experiments (R1+0.3_SST,
WR1_SST, and ER1_SST). The R1+0.3_SST experiment is identical to the
R1_SST experiment except that 0.3°C is added to the SST in the R1 region (i.e.,
R1 SST warming is 1.04°C) (Fig. 5.11a). The WR1_SST and ER1_SST
experiment are added 0.6°C in an ideal shape to the climatological SST in the
west (5°S-5°N, 150°E-170°W) and the east (5°S-5°N, 170°W-130°W) of the R1
region, respectively (Figs. 5.12a and 5.12b). First, in R1+0.3_SST, enhanced R1
SST warming leads to anomalous anticyclone on the north side and anomalous
cyclone on the northwest of the R1 region, in turn, it produces a tunnel effect in
the ECS (Figs. 5.11b and 5.11c). Even though this tunnel effect is similar to that
of R1+R2_SST, the large-scale circulation patterns which cause this effect
might be somewhat different. In R1+R2_SST, the anomalous cyclone slightly
expands northward by R2 SST warming, whereas in R1+0.3_SST, the steering
flow direction is changed from easterly to southeasterly over the ECS by
anomalous anticyclone associated with an enhanced SST gradient in the central
North Pacific. Although the somewhat unrealistic experiment (the maximum R1
SST warming is 0.79°C during 1982-2010), this result is very intriguing
because only enhanced R1 SST warming without R2 SST warming is able to
play a role in moving TCs toward the EAC region. Thus, we will conduct it in a
further study.
Next, in WR1_SST, the Gill-type anomalous cyclonic response is confined
south of the EAC region, similar to the results of R1_SST. These results are
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(a) SST

R1

(b) TC tracks

(c) Circulation anomalies

Figure 5.11. Same as Fig. 5.9, except for R1+0.3_SST.
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WR1_SST

ER1_SST
SST
(b)

(a)
R1

TC tracks
(c)

(d)

Circulation anomalies
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Figure 5.12. Same as Fig. 5.9, except for WR1_SST and ER1_SST.
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similar to the results of Tu et al. (2009) who examined the role of warm SST
anomaly over the equatorial western and central Pacific in a northward-shifted
TC tracks. In ER1_SST, WNP TC activity is overall weak because SST forcing
is too far away to enhance anomalous cyclonic response. Therefore, even
though SST warming is shifted west or east, less favorable condition for TC
movement toward the EAC region is provided compared to R1+R2_SST adding
R2 SST warming.
The SST warming in the northern off-equatorial CP is weaker than that in
the equatorial CP. Nonetheless, its remote influence on the large-scale
environments and TC activity in the WNP basin is considerable, as shown in
this study. Why is its influence significant? One speculative reason is the
strengthened circulation response due to enhanced convection over the offequatorial eastern WNP and CP along 15°N. The enhanced convection by offequatorial SST warming may efficiently produce the significant circulation
response due to greater Coriolis effect, even though the amplitude of SST
warming is small. The weak SST warming in the northern off-equatorial CP
may play a critical role in expanding anomalous cyclonic response in the PS
and forming local steering flows that favors the TC movements toward the ECS,
which, in turn, enhances the TC activity over the EAC region (Fig. 5.13).
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Figure 5.13. A schematic for the role of northern off-equatorial SST forcing
associated with CP-EN in more frequent TCs toward East Asia.
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CHAPTER 6. INFLUENCE OF ENSO-RELATED SST
ON TC GENESIS
6.1. TC genesis in ENSO-related SST patterns
The relationship between ENSO and TC activity (e.g., genesis frequency,
genesis location, track, intensity, landfall) over the WNP has paid attention by
many studies. Most studies have focused on the genesis location and frequency.
A well-documented influence of ENSO on the WNP TC activity is that on the
mean location of TC genesis (Chan 1985; Lander 1994; Wang and Chan 2002).
It is pointed out that El Niño event causes an eastward shift in the mean genesis
location of TCs in early and late TC seasons, but an equatorial shift is
pronounced in mid TC season. On the contrary to this, the mean genesis
location of TCs tends to move westward and northward more than normal
during La Niña years. Moreover, TCs during boreal fall tend to recurve more
northeastward in strong El Niño years, whereas most TCs take a westward
traveling course in strong La Niña years. The TC genesis frequency making
landfall in southern China is significantly less than normal during boreal falls of
El Niño years (Elsner and Liu 2003; Wu et al. 2004).
There are a few studies describing the relationship between ENSO and TC
intensity compared to those on the relationship between ENSO and TC genesis
locations (Lander 1994; Camargo and Sobel 2005). According to these studies,
TC have longer lifetimes and more intense during El Niño years, on the
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contrary, there is a tendency toward more short-lived TC, many of which do not
reach typhoon intensity during La Niña years. TCs formed in the southeastern
part of the WNP during El Niño years, are more intense because they tend to
have a longer traveling time to westward or northward before encountering the
continent or colder mid-latitude SST.
Compared with TC genesis location and intensity, the TC genesis frequency
over the WNP has no significant correlation with ENSO (Ramage and Hori
1981; Lander 1994; Wang and Chan 2002; Chan and Liu 2004; Chen et al.
2006). For instance, although Lander (1994) showed that there is no statistical
difference in the number of observed TCs ranked as typhoons between El Niño
and La Niña years, Chan and Liu (2004) reported that the ratio of annual
Typhoon numbers to annual TC numbers is positively correlated with the SST
anomalies in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. These results have not
been consistent in all cases, due to differences in among analysis procedures,
datasets, and definitions of ENSO events. Although significant linear
relationship between the TC genesis frequency and ENSO does not exist, a
nonlinear relationship between ENSO and the TC genesis frequency has been
found in several studies, being evident when the ENSO forcing is strong (Chan
1985; 2000; Wang and Chan 2002).
Up to now ENSO is just a factor modulating TC genesis location and
intensity, but not the total TC frequency. Recently, Xie et al. (2009) proposed
the capacitor effect of IO to explain this lingering effect of ENSO: the persistent
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IO warm SST anomalies in the tropical IO (TIO) SST after El Niño excite a
warm equatorial Kelvin wave to the east, which induces surface Ekman
divergence over the tropical WNP, eventually can affect WNP TC activity.
According this mechanism, an El Niño charges the TIO as a battery charges a
capacitor, and the persistent TIO warming exerts its climatic effect as a
discharging capacitor after the El Niño itself has dissipated. Therefore, the IO is
not just a passive response to ENSO but an active agent for climate variability
over the WNP.
Based on the mechanism of Xie et al. (2009), recent studies have suggested
the inﬂuence of the TIO SST on the TC activity over the WNP (Du et al. 2011;
Zhan et al. 2011a; Zhan et al. 2011b). Zhan et al. (2011a) found that although
both ENSO and east IO (EIO) SST anomalies contribute to the TC activity, their
effects are considerably different. ENSO affects the east–west shift of the TC
genesis location and accordingly contributes to the intense TC frequency as
consistent with results of previous studies, while the EIO SST anomaly affects
the total TC frequency in the WNP. They showed that the EIO SST anomaly
significantly affects both the WNP summer monsoon and the equatorial Kelvin
wave activity over the tropical WNP. As a result, the warm EIO SST anomaly
suppresses the TC genesis over the WNP. In addition, Zhan et al. (2011b)
further examined the causal relationship between the EIO SST anomaly and the
WNP TC frequency and the involved physical mechanisms proposed by Zhan et
al. (2011a) using the RCM, which was driven by the reanalysis and the
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observed and modified SSTs.
Their experiments with artificially imposed SST anomaly over the EIO in
the normal EIO SST year and WNPTC activity confirm that the EIO SST
anomaly does affect the TC genesis frequency in the entire genesis region over
the WNP by significantly modulating both the western Pacific summer
monsoon and the equatorial Kelvin wave activity over the western Pacific, two
major large-scale dynamical controls of TC genesis over the WNP. However,
excessive SST forcing (±1°C) over the EIO was prescribed in the sensitivity
experiments, considering the standard deviation and maximum/minimum of
EIO SST anomaly during the period 1982-2010 is about 0.2°C and +0.44/0.35°C, respectively.
The factor controlling the total TC frequency over the WNP might be not
confined to IO SST anomaly. Influence of tropical CP SST on the large-scale
environments associated with WNP TC frequency on the decadal time scale has
been documented in some previous studies (e.g., Matsuura et al. 2003; Chan
2007; Kim et al. 2010). Kim et al. (2010) discussed the possibility that a warm
SST anomaly in the northern subtropical CP is related to enhanced low-level
westerly anomalies and eastward extension of the monsoon trough, inducing an
active TC period in the WNP. Matsuura et al. (2003) showed that the long-term
variation of SST in the tropical CP is related to the interdecadal variation of TC
frequency over the WNP using reanalysis and the result obtained from a
coupled general circulation model. The westerly wind anomalies and the
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eastward extension of the monsoon trough associated with the higher SST favor
the TC genesis over the southeastern part of the WNP. However, the influence
of SST warming on TC activity cannot be directly revealed using a lowresolution global model where TCs are not explicitly resolved.
As aforementioned, SST anomaly in the IO and the tropical CP is related to
anomalous anticyclonic circulation over the WNP, inducing a vigorous WNP
TC activity. In other words, this means that WNP TC frequency can be
modulated by the IO and the tropical CP, adjacent to the WNP. However, their
relative contributions have not been examined to date. The clarification of this
issue may help us to identify better predictors for climate prediction. Through
just an observational analysis, it is difficult to identify the relative contributions
of the IO and CP forcing. To overcome this difficulty, atmospheric global
circulation model (AGCM) or RCM can be generally used, but the two methods
may not be an effective method. First, the AGCM with low-resolution cannot
reasonably resolve the TC. Next, the RCM might be in under great strain by
expensive computing cost covering both the IO and the CP region. Here, the
strategy is to examine the response of a RCM embedded within a global model
to specified regional SST anomaly forcing.
Figure 6.1 confirms the relationship between the SST field and WNP TC
genesis frequency. The one-point correlation map is one way to effectively
explain the spatial SST structure associated with the WNP TC frequency (Fig.
6.1). Figure 6.1a shows that WNP TC frequency is positively and negatively
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1982-2010 (OISST)

1960-2010 (HadISST)

(a) COR [TCs vs. SST]

(b) COR [TCs vs. SST]

NOECP
TIO

MC

(c) COR [TCs (excepting TD) vs. SST]

(d) COR [TCs (excepting TD) vs. SST]

Figure 6.1. Observational correlation map of the SST field with (a, b) the
number of TCs and (c, d) the number of TCs excepting TD during JASO for
the period (left) 1982-2010 and (right) period 1960-2010. Shadings denote
significant correlation at the 90% confidence level based on a Student’s t test,
respectively.
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correlated with northern off-equatorial CP (NOECP) and TIO SST warming
during 1982-2010, respectively. In case of excepting TD, the correlation pattern
becomes clear (Fig. 6.1c). Interestingly, this correlation pattern looks like the
EOF2 of Fig. 2 in Ashok et al. (2007) of tropical Pacific SST anomaly
variability indicating CP El Niño pattern, except for weak variation in the
equatorial CP region. This NOECP SST variation is significantly correlated
with Niño-4 index. The negative correlation in the west part of WNP (i.g.,
Maritime Continent) is dealt with at the end of this chapter, because SSTs in
this region are always greater than the SST threshold value (26.5°C) during the
TC season. This may also be a secondary signal in response to the CP warming.
To consider the longer-term variation, the correlation map is recalculated using
HadISST for the period 1960-2010 (Figs. 6.1b and 6.1d). Although the
correlation coefficients in the IO (CP) become higher (lower), the gross pattern
is not significantly different from the pattern for the period 1982-2010.
Furthermore, the sliding correlation analysis is performed to reconfirm that
the relationships between WNP TC frequency and SST anomaly in these two
regions during longer period 1960-2010 (Fig. 6.2). Since the OISST is not
enough long-term to analyze interdecadal variability, the HadISST data is used
during the period from 1960 to 2010. The correlation between TC frequency
and the TIO SST is significant after late-1970s excepting late-1980s recording
negative correlation coefficient (Fig. 6.2a). The correlation between TC
frequency and the NOECP is around zero value before mid-1980, but slightly
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6.2. Sliding
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with a window of 11 years. Horizontal solid and dashed lines denote 95% and
90% confidence level based on a Student’s t test, respectively.
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significant after 1990s (Fig. 6.2b). This pattern looks like sliding correlation of
Niño-4 (Fig. 6.2c), but it is more significant. These temporal patterns can
support to the spatial pattern with positive (negative) correlation over the
NOECP except for the equatorial CP (IO basin). That is, significantly negative
correlation of the TIO SST persists from 1960 to 2010, where positive
correlation of the NOECP SST appears only after mid-1980. Thus, in order to
examine the influence of two regions on WNP TC genesis frequency, the
analysis period is confined to the period 1982-2010.
Here, WNP TC genesis seems to be significantly affected by the NOECP
SST than the equatorial CP SST (Fig. 6.3a). This may be related to temporal
evolution of CP-EN. According to Kao and Yu (2009), SST anomalies first
appear around the date line, develop and mature in a V-shaped anomaly
structure extending toward the subtropics in both hemispheres (but more into
the Northern Hemisphere), and then decay in the equatorial central Pacific. The
CP-EN has greater association with SST anomalies in the subtropics than the
EP-EN. In addition, the propagating feature of the SST anomalies in the CP-EN
is weaker and less clear than those of the EP-EN. In other words, SST warming
in the NOECP appears early and disappears later than that in the equatorial CP.
This may indicate that the NOECP SST variation has a long-period component
of the equatorial CP SST variation (Fig. 6.3b). As a result, the northern offequatorial CP SST variation can affect WNP TC genesis independently from the
equatorial CP SST, referring to ENSO. In short, the TIO SST warming (cooling)
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(a) TC genesis frequency
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Figure 6.3. Unfiltered (thin line) and low-pass-filtered (thick line; period > 10
year) time series of (a) TC genesis frequency and (b) Niño-4 SST anomaly for
the period 1960-2010. Open circles indicate unfiltered northern off-equatorial
CP SST anomaly.
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and NOECP SST cooling (warming), which are associated with ENSO, may
induce the decrease (increase) in TC genesis frequency over the WNP. The
WNP TC activity needs to be checked with these SST variations SST in the TIO
and NOECP. For convenience, TIO warming/cooling and NOECP warming/
cooling referred to as TIOW, TIOC, NOECPW, and NOECPC, respectively.
The warming and cooling in the TIO and NOECP are classified using SST
anomaly fields averaged between July and October. The SST anomaly is
averaged over two regions: TIO (20°S–20°N, 40–100°E) and NOECP
(5°N20°N, 160°E150°W). TIOW, TIOC, NOECPW, and NOECPC are
defined by the following: warming in the TIO and NOECP greater than 0.7
standard deviation for TIOW and NOECPW; cooling in the TIO and NOECP
cooler than 0.7 standard deviation for TIOC and NOECPC. A total of ten TIOW
years (1983, 1987, 1988, 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, and 2010), eight
TIOC (1984, 1985, 1986, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1996), eight NOECPW
(1983, 1985, 1988, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2008, and 2010), and eight NOECPC
(1986, 1987, 1992, 1994, 1996, 2003, 2004, and 2009) are thus identified (Table
6.1).
Figure 6.4 shows that the composite of SST anomalies in JASO period for
TIOW, TIOC, NOECPC, and NOECPW years, respectively. The TIOW (areaaveraged SST: +0.21°C) and TIOC (-0.28°C) are evenly spread across the TIO
region (Figs. 6.4a and 6.4b). Particularly, this TIOW pattern seems to be
associated with the IO basin mode. Following an El Niño event, a basin-wide
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Table 6.1. TIO warming/cooling and NOECP warming/cooling years selected in
this study. Bolds and underlines denote the years overlapped between TIO and
NOECP SST forcings.
Remote
SST forcing

Years selected (±0.7σ)

TIOW (10)

1983 1987 1988 1997 1998
2001 2002 2003 2009 2010

NOECPC (8)

1983 1985 1988 1998 1999
2000 2008 2010

TIOC (8)

1984 1985 1986 1989 1992
1993 1994 1996

NOECPW (8)

1986 1987 1992 1994 1996
2003 2004 2009

Lower TC
frequency years

Higher TC
frequency years
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Lower TC frequency years

Higher TC frequency years

(a) TIOW

(b) TIOC

(c) NOECPC

(d) NOECPW

Figure 6.4. Composite of SST anomalies (K, shading) in JASO for (a) TIOW, (b)
TIOC, (c) NOECPC, and (d) NOECPW years.
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warming takes place over the TIO, peaks in late boreal winter and early spring,
and persists through boreal summer (Yang et al. 2007). Through the TIOC
pattern has opposite sign of the TIOW pattern, it can be inferred that TIOC is
induced by ENSO cold phase. Interestingly, these patterns looks like the
correlation pattern between SST field and number of TCs (Fig. 6.1). Although
the NOECPW and NOECPC are not clear, this NOECP patterns is also
meaningful since it is selected with not NOECP but TIO SST anomaly.
NOECPW (+0.27°C) and NOECPC (-0.37°C) are confined to the CP with a
maximum and minimum SST anomalies near the date line (Figs. 6.4c and 6.4d).
These patterns are comparable to CP warming and cooling events, namely, CPENSO (Wang et al. 2012). What’s interesting about these patterns is that
although the regions where extreme cases of SST anomalies are selected differ
from each other, the gross patterns of SST anomalies in the IO and PO are
similar. This means that SST variations of the TIO and NOECP are not entirely
independent, but closely linked to ENSO variation. Thus, these two SST
variations should be concerned together in the analysis related to ENSO.
Figure 6.5 shows that the TC genesis locations and anomalous distributions
of TC track density during four cases. The track density is indicated with TC
genesis frequency, since the track density with TC genesis frequency is clearer
than only the genesis density, can provide additional information for TC activity,
although TC track is not focused on. Because the TIO (NOECP) is negatively
(positively) correlated with WNP TC genesis, the TC genesis
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Lower TC frequency years

Higher TC frequency years

(a) TIOW

(b) TIOC

(c) NOECPC

(d) NOECPW

Figure 6.5. TC genesis locations (typhoon symbol), composite anomalies of TC
track density (shading) during (a) TIOW, (b) TIOC, (c) NOECPC, (d)
NOECPW years. Values in the upper-left corner denote mean TC genesis
frequency. Dots denote regions where the anomalies of TC track density are
significant at the 90% confidence level based on a Student’s t test.
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frequencies have negative anomalies (-1.8 and -2.3) during the TIOW and
NOECPC years, respectively. In contrast, the TC genesis frequencies have
positive anomalies (+3.5 and +1.1) during the TIOC and NOECPW years,
respectively. Recently, the lower TC genesis frequency induced by the IO
warming has been received attention from many studies (Du et al. 2011; Zhan et
al. 2011a; Zhan et al. 2011b). Here, it is noteworthy that negative anomaly of
WNP TC genesis frequency is considerable in not only the TIOW but also the
NOECPC events.
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6.2. Relative contributions of the TIO and NOECP SST to
TC genesis
Given the aforementioned observation and modeling studies for the
relationship between the WNP TC genesis and TIO/CP, WNP TC genesis
frequency would be decreased during TIOW years, increased during NOECPW
years. Considering cooling case in the two region, as mentioned above, the
TIOW (TIOC) cases lead to lower (higher) TC genesis frequency, whereas the
NOECPW (NOECPC) cases lead to higher (lower) TC genesis frequency. In
other words, the opposite signs of SST anomalies in the two regions are
corresponding to the same signs of WNP TC frequency anomalies.
At this point, it is natural to question which region is more critical for the
formation of the circulation response relevant to variation of TC genesis
frequency: the TIO forcing or the NOECP forcing? Analyzing the cases with the
opposite signs of SST anomalies, the relative contributions of the remote
forcings can be indentified explicitly. The years which the TIOW (TIOC) and
NOECPC (NOECPW) years are overlapped, are 1983, 1988, 1998, and 2010
(1986, 1992, 1994, and 1996), are referred to as TIOW+NOECPC
(TIOC+NOECPW) (Table 6.1). It just so happened that the TIOW+NOECPC
years completely consistent with the TC season following strong El Niño,
particularly EP-EN years (1982, 1987, 1997, and 2009) which is selected in the
section 5.1. This would be associated with that the SST cooling is located in the
CP region after SST warming in the EP is propagated to the TIO. In many
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studies, this CP cooling which is appeared with the TIO warming has been
overlooked. In addition, the TIOC+NOECPW years are confined to high
frequency period (from late-1980 to mid-1990) mentioned in Matsuura et al.
(2003). Based on the previous studies for influence of TIO and CP on the WNP
TC genesis, WNP TC frequency is inferred to decrease in the TIOW+NOECPC
case which TIOW coincides with NOECPC. In contrast, it can be expected to
increase in the TIOC+NOECPW case which TIOC coincides with NOECPW.
Figure 6.7 shows the composites of TC genesis and track density anomaly
in the observation and simulation, and seasonal mean SST anomaly during
TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW years. The TC genesis frequency and
composite anomalies of TC track density and SST anomalies in both the two
cases (Fig. 6.7) are significantly clearer compared to those in the single cases
(Figs. 6.5 and 6.6). Since two factors (i.e., TIO and NOECP forcings) that affect
the WNP TC genesis act at the same time, the results can be obvious. For
TIOW+NOECPC events, the negative track and genesis anomalies are located
in the southeastern sub-region of the WNP, consistent with that the negative
SST anomaly is located in the CP. For TIOC+NOECPW events, the positive
track and genesis anomalies are placed in the southeastern sub-region of the
WNP, consistent with that the positive SST anomaly is located in the CP. Since
this event is not related to the CP-EN (1994, 2002, 2004), the tunnel effect
provided in the section 5.2, is not produced.
Before conducting the experiments for confirmation of the relative
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contribution, the ability of the model should be evaluated by considering the
ENSO-related variability in the two regions. The anomalous distributions of TC
track density during two events in the TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW
simulated in Globe_SST with those from the observation are compared (Figs.
6.7c and 6.7d). The simulated genesis locations look like a lot, but really are not
due to include three ensemble results. The overall anomalies of track density
and genesis frequency in the TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW years are
weaker than those observed (Table 6.2). This may be attributed to the model
deficiency in that the number of TCs generated shows lower interannual
variability (the standard deviation is 2.9) than that in the observations (3.9). A
unified interpretation of the track density and genesis anomalies in both the
observations and Globe_SST would justify that the TC genesis is suppressed
(enhanced) during TIOW+NOECPC (TIOC+NOECPW) events.
The anomalous large-scale circulations during two events are compared for
the observations and Globe_SST. Figure 6.8 shows 5880 gpm lines, composite
anomalies of 850-hPa horizontal wind, and 850-hPa relative vorticity. In the
seasonal mean large-scale circulation simulated in two evens, the Globe_SST
runs skillfully capture the gross pattern of the observed anomalies.
The positive SST anomaly in the TIO during TIOW+NOECPC years
enhances convective activity over the TIO. The anomalous convective heating
over the TIO drives anomalous equatorial easterlies between 20°S and 20°N
over the SCS and the WNP (Fig. 6.8a). This largely reduces the cyclonic shear
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Table 6.2. Statistics of the TC genesis frequency for the observation and
simulation during TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW years.
TIOW+NOECPC years
(1983, 1988, 1998, and 2010)

TIOC+NOECPW years
(1986, 1992, 1994, and 1996)

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

Observation
(anomaly)

15.3
(-2.7)

5.3

22.3
(+4.3)

6.1

Globe_SST

15.5
(-3.4)

2.4

20.0
(+1.1)

1.4

(anomaly)
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TIOW+NOECPC

TIOC+NOECPW

Observation (TC track)

a

b

Model (TC track)

d

c

Observation (SST anomaly)

f

e

Figure 6.6. TC genesis locations (typhoon symbol), composite anomalies of TC
track density (shading) in (a, b) observations and (c, d) simulation. (e, f)
Composite anomalies of SST (K) in observation. Shown are (left)
TIOW+NOECPC and (right) TIOC+NOECPW years. Values in the upper-left
corner denote mean TC frequency. Dots denote regions where the anomalies of
TC track density are significant at the 90% confidence level based on a
Student’s t test.
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TIOW+NOECPC

TIOC+NOECPW
Observation

a

b

Model
c

d

Figure 6.7. 5880 gpm lines (dashed contour), composite anomalies of 850-hPa
horizontal wind (m s−1, vector), and 850-hPa relative vorticity (10-5 s-1, shading)
for (a, b) observation and (c, d) Globe_SST during TIOW+NOECPC (left
panels) and TIOC+NOECPW (right panels) year. The solid lines indicate the
west edge of the 5880 gpm line. Bold vectors denote regions where the
anomalies are significant at the 90% confidence level based on a Student’s t test.
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of zonal winds over the WNP TC genesis region. In addition, the negative SST
anomaly in the NOECP suppresses local convection (Su et al. 2001), which
stimulates a low-level atmospheric anticyclone anomaly to its west. The
northeasterly anomalies to the eastern flank of the WNPSH enhance the mean
trade wind and cool the in situ SST through enhanced upward surface latent
heat flux (Wang et al. 2000). This is attributed to a positive thermodynamic airsea feedback. As a result, the lower troposphere over the main WNP TC genesis
region is dominated by an anomalous anticyclonic circulation (Fig. 6.7a) with
low-level divergence, positive sea level pressure, anomalous subsidence, and
reduced mid-tropospheric relative humidity (not shown). These anomalies can
be easily understood by the wave dynamics, as elaborated by Xie et al. (2009).
Anomalous convective heating associated with the warm SST anomaly in the
TIO excites a warm equatorial Kevin wave in the troposphere to the east over
the western Pacific, as seen from the warm temperature anomalies averaged in
the deep troposphere along the equator. The warm temperature anomaly lowers
the surface pressure and produces anomalous low-level convergence toward the
equatorial region. An immediate response to the above equatorial anomalies is
the divergence and subsidence in the tropics off the equator, leading to an
increase in surface pressure and an anomalous anticyclonic circulation in a
latitude band roughly between 5° and 30°N over the WNP, namely in the main
WNP TC genesis region. These dynamical conditions greatly inhibit TC genesis
over the WNP in the TIOW years. Therefore, the TIO SST anomaly highly
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modulates TC formation over the WNP through affecting both the equatorial
atmospheric wave dynamics and the East Asian and WNP summer monsoon
circulation. Since both processes coexist and interact with each other, it is hard
to evaluate their relative importance. Nevertheless, the two processes may work
cooperatively and not exclusively to lead to the observed response of the TC
genesis frequency over the WNP in the TC season to the TIOW.
For TIOC+NOECPW events, the positive SST anomaly in the NOECP
enhances convective activity over the NOECP. The anomalous convective
heating over the NOECP drives anomalous equatorial westerlies between 20°S
and 20°N over the SCS and the WNP (Fig. 6.7b). This largely enhances the
cyclonic shear of zonal winds over the WNP TC genesis region. Moreover, the
negative SST anomaly in the TIO suppresses local convection, which whips
anomalous equatorial westerlies. As a result, the lower troposphere over the
main WNP TC genesis region is dominated by an anomalous cyclonic
circulation with anomalous vorticity (Fig. 6.7b). These distributions are
approximately a mirror image of those in the TIOW+NOECPC years. Therefore,
the TIO and NOECP SST forcing largely determine the interannual variability
of the WNP TC genesis frequency. The Globe_SST runs skillfully capture the
gross pattern of anomalous large-scale circulations during both the
TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW years, despite some discrepancies
(Figs. 6.7c and 6.7d).
The results of the Globe_SST run clarify that the WRF RCM is able to
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reproduce the TC response to the two forcing patterns during TIOW+NOECPC
and TIOC+NOECPW years. Clearly, this is a practical basis for ensuring the
credibility of the follow-up idealized experiments, which aim to identify the
relative contributions of the TIO and NOECP SST to WNP TC genesis.
As mentioned above, it is natural to question which region is more critical
for the formation of the circulation response relevant to more TC genesis
frequency: the TIO forcing or the NOECP forcing? To provide a plausible
answer to this question, a series of sensitivity experiments are performed. The
designs of the model experiments are listed in Table 6.3. First, 29 simulations
for JASO of all real years 1982–2010 are carried out as control experiments,
which are referred to as Globe_SST. Next, two sensitivity experiments are
conducted to delineate the role of the TIO and NOECP SST anomaly (i.e.,
R0_SST, R2_SST, and R0+R2_SST). While the R0_SST and R2_SST
experiments separately include the SST anomaly in the TIO (R0: 20°S–20°N,
40–100°E) and NOECP (R2: 5°N–20°N, 160°E–150°W) region, the
R0+R2_SST experiment considers both of two regions at the same time. The
two forcing regions (i.e., TIO and NOECP) are shown in Fig. 6.8 with the
composite of SST anomaly.
Figure 6.9 shows the genesis frequency and composite anomalies of the
track densities of simulated TCs in the nine sensitivity experiments.
For

TIOW+NOECPC

years,

R0_SST,

R2_SST,

and

R0+R2_SST

experiments fail to capture the observed decrease in WNP TC genesis frequency
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Table 6.3. Design of experiments.
Experiment

Globe_SST
(Control
exp.)

Year

SST boundary condition

Ensemble
number

19822010

OISST for simulating
years over global oceans

1

21 June

3

19, 20
and 21
June

3

19, 20
and 21
June

3

19, 20
and 21
June

3

19, 20
and 21
June

TIOW+NOECPC
OISST for simulating
years over global oceans
TIOC+NOECPW

TIOW+NOECPC
R0_SST
TIOC+NOECPW

TIOC+NOECPW
R2_SST
TIOW+NOECPC

TIOW+NOECPC
R0+R2_SST
TIOC+NOECPW

OISST for simulating
years in R0
+ Clim. OISST over the
rest ocean domain

OISST for simulating
years in R2
+ Clim. OISST over the
rest ocean domain

OISST for simulating
years in R0+R2
+ Clim. OISST over the
rest ocean domain

Initialized
date

* The R0 and R2 denote the tropical Indian Ocean region (20°S–20°N, 40–
100°E) and the northern off-equatorial region (5°N20°N, 160°E150°W),
respectively. TIOW+ NOECPC years are 1983, 1988, 1998, and 2010, and
TIOC+NOECPW years are 1986, 1992, 1994, and 1996.
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(a) TIOW + NOECPC

R2
R0

R3

(b) TIOC + NOECPW

R2
R0

R3

Figure 6.8. Seasonal mean SST anomalies (K, contour) during (a) TIOW+
NOECPC and (b) TIOC+NOECPW years. The anomalies in R0 and R2
(shading) are used as boundary confditions for R0_SST, R2_SST and
R0+R2_SST, respectively.
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and suppression of genesis in the WNP basin-wide (Fig. 6.9a, 6.9c, 6.9e, and
Table 6.4). The anomalies of TC genesis frequencies simulated by R0+R2_SST
experiment (-1.6) in the three experiments closely reaches those of observation
(-2.7) and Globe_SST (-3.4). This suggests that SST forcing in another region
has not been considered in these experiments. Another region may be
considered to the Maritime Continent (MC), because the anomalous low-level
convergence over the MC in R0+R2_SST is weaker than that in Globe_SST
(Fig. 6.10e). Thus, the SST forcing in R0+R2_SST is added to anomalous
observed SST forcing in the R3 region (i.e., MC). This experiment is referred to
as R0+R2+R3_SST. As a result, the suppressed TC genesis in R0+R2+R3_SST
(-2.6) is similar to those in the observation and Globe_SST (not shown). This
indicates that the TIOW indirectly contributes to decrease in TC genesis,
whereas the MC warming directly contributes to decrease in TC genesis during
TIOW+NOECPC years.
For

TIOC+NOECPW

years,

R0_SST,

R2_SST,

and

R0+R2_SST

experiments successfully reproduce the observed increase in TC genesis in the
WNP (Fig. 6.9b, 6.9d, 6.9f, and Table 6.4). The genesis anomaly in R2_SST
(+3.7) is larger than that in R0_SST (+1.2), identical to that in R0+R2_SST
(+3.7). This means that the contribution of NOECPW is larger than that TIOC.
The NOECPW induces anomalous cyclonic circulation in the tropical WNP
pertinent to the observed increase in TC genesis over the WNP (Figs. 6.10b,
6.10d, and 6.10f).
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Table 6.4. Statistics of the TC genesis frequency for the experiments during
TIOW+NOECPC and TIOC+NOECPW years.
TIOW+NOECPC years
(1983, 1988, 1998, and 2010)

TIOC+NOECPW years
(1986, 1992, 1994, and 1996)

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

R0_SST
(anomaly)

19.1
(+0.2)

2.7

20.1
(+1.2)

2.9

R2_SST
(anomaly)

18.0
(-0.9)

3.4

22.6
(+3.7)

3.3

R0+R2_SST
(anomaly)

17.3
(-1.6)

2.0

22.6
(+3.7)

3.7
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TIOW+NOECPC

TIOC+NOECPW
R0_SST

19.1

a

20.1

b

R2_SST

18.0

c

22.6

d

R0+R2_SST
17.3

e

22.6

f

Figure 6.9. TC genesis locations (typhoon symbol) and composite anomalies of
TC track density (shading) for (a, b) R0_SST run, (c, d) R2_SST run, and (e, f)
R0+R2_SST run. Values in the upper-left corner denote mean TC frequency.
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TIOW+NOECPC

TIOC+NOECPW
R0_SST

b

a

R2_SST
c

d

R0+R2_SST
e

f

Figure 6.10. As in Fig. 6.7, but for (a, b) R0_SST, (c, d) R2_SST, and (e, f)
R0+R2_SST run.
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Therefore, it is found that the relative contributions of TIO SST forcing to
the variation in TC frequency are rather smaller than NOECP SST forcing.
Furthermore, the relative contributions of double SST forcing (R0+R2_SST)
are larger than those of single SST forcing only for TIOW+NOECPC events
(Fig. 6.11).
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Figure 6.11. A schematic for the influence of TIO warming/cooling and NOECP
SST cooling/warming on TC genesis in the WNP during (a) TIOW+NOECPC
and (b) TIOC+NOECPW years.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the influence of ENSO related to SST on TC activities over the
WNP were investigated using a RCM. The simulation capability of TC
activities is the most essential part in this study. To improve the model
performance in the TC simulation, the SN technique was applied to the WRF
RCM, and the positive and negative effects of SN are examined through
sensitivity experiments. In the sensitivity experiment to the nudging interval,
the track distance error of the simulated TC tended to be reduced with shorter
nudging intervals, indicating the stronger effect of SN. However, the intensities
of simulated TCs also tended to be weaker with a stronger SN effect, since SN
suppressed the self-intensifying feedback of developing TCs. That is, it was
shown that SN has not only positive effect of improving regional climate
simulation by reducing the systematic error resulting from model uncertainties
but also the negative effect of decreasing values added by RCM. In addition, the
cumulus parameterization and microphysics scheme were modified and the
effect of modification on extreme ENSO cases was investigated. In the
sensitivity tests changing a conversion constant in the KF scheme and
modifying intercept parameter in the WSM3 scheme, the regional climate
simulations embedded with global model showed potential capability for
simulating TCs. The results were appropriate to simulate the TC over the WNP
in terms of genesis location and track.
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There are several prerequisites for this study aiming to investigate the
climate variability of model-simulated TC activity. The first requisite is the
ability of the model to appropriately reproduce the observed climatology.
Despite some biases in the control experiment, it was sufficient to say that the
model reasonably reproduces observed climatological patterns of TC activities
and large-scale circulations. In the PDF of TC intensity and time series of the
TC frequency, the model has considerable performance in reproducing the
observed variability.
The number of TCs entering the EAC region is positively correlated with
SSTs in the tropical CP basin. Through sensitivity experiments using the WRF
RCM, which can resolve TCs reasonably, we examine how SST forcing in the
tropical CP modulates TC tracks in the WNP. The sensitivity experiments
forced by the equatorial CP SST warming fail to reproduce the observed TC
increase over the EAC region during CP-EN, whereas those including the
NOECP SST warming practically simulate the observed variability. The
NOECP SST warming produces a tunnel effect in the ECS by expanding the
anomalous cyclonic response in the PS further northward, by which more TCs
can proceed to the EAC countries (e.g., East China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan).
Observational records reveal that the WNP TC genesis frequency is
negatively and positively correlated with SSTs in the TIO and NOECP,
respectively. To identify the relative contributions of the TIO and NOECP SST
forcings to the WNP TC genesis frequency, the three sensitivity experiments
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were performed in the cases with the opposite signs of SST anomaly. It is found
that the relative contributions of TIO SST forcing to the variation in TC
frequency are rather smaller than NOECP SST forcing. Furthermore, the
relative contributions of double SST forcing are larger than single SST forcing.
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APPENDIX
A. Tropical cyclone tracking algorithm
The TC tracking algorithm is a three-step procedure adapted from earlier
work by Knutson et al. (2007) and Vitart et al. (1997, 2003) with some
modifications for this study.

1) Step 1: potential storm identification
Using 6-hourly data, grid points in space and time satisfying the following
conditions are located:
- At each time, 850-hPa relative vorticity maximum exceeding 4.9 × 10−5 s−1
are located within areas of 450 km × 450 km latitude and longitude.
- The local minimum of sea level pressure, which must be within a distance of
2° latitude or longitude from the vorticity maximum, is defined as the center
of the storm. And the local maximum surface wind speed at 10 m is
recorded.
- The local maximum temperature averaged between 300, 500 and 700 hPa is
defined as the center of the warm core. The distance of the warm-core center
from the storm center must not exceed 2°. The vertically averaged warmcore temperature must be at least 1.7°C warmer than the surrounding local
mean.
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2) Step 2: storm tracking
After a database of potential storm snapshots satisfying the above detection
criteria is created, a trajectory analysis is performed to link these together using
the following procedure:
- For each storm snapshot, a check is performed to see if there are storms
during the following 6-h time period within a distance of 300 km.
- If there are none, the trajectory is considered to have stopped. If there are
some, the closest storm is chosen as belonging to the same trajectory as the
initial storm. If there is more than one possibility, preference is given to
storms that are to the west and poleward of the current location.
- To qualify as the model storm trajectory, a trajectory must last at least 3 days,
and have a maximum surface wind speed greater than 17 m s-1 during at
excess 2 days.

3) Step 3: storm categorization
A tropical storm (TS) is categorized as a severe tropical storm (STS) and
typhoon (TY) if the maximum surface wind speed at some point during its
entire trajectory exceeds 25 and 33 m s-1, respectively.
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국문초록
지역기후모델에 스펙트럴 너징 기법과 수정된 강수 물리 방안을
적용하여 태풍 모의 성능을 개선하였다. 스펙트럴 너징 주기에 대한
민감도 실험 수행을 통해서 적절하게 약한 스펙트럴 너징은 대기해양 상호작용과 관련된 물리적인 과정을 강화시켜 현실적으로 강한
태풍을 모의할 수 있다는 것이 밝혀졌다. 하지만 스펙트럴 너징
기법은 모델의 태풍 모의 성능을 향상시키는 장점이 있는 반면, 측면
경계조건에 의한 원격 강제력이 오염되는 단점이 있다. 대안으로
태풍 모의에서 중요한 강수 과정의 불확실성을 줄이기 위해 KainFritch 적운 대류 모수화 방안과 WSM3 구름 미세물리 방안을
수정하였다. 일부 편차가 있지만 모델은 관측된 태풍활동패턴을
현실적으로 재현하였다.
개선된

WRF

지역기후모델을

이용하여

엘니뇨-남방진동과

관련된 중태평양과 인도양 해수면 온도의 변동이 북서태평양 태풍
발생과 진로에 미치는 영향을 조사하였다. 관측 분석을 통하여
동중국해로 이동하는 태풍 수와 적도 및 북아열대 중태평양 해수면
온도의 양의 상관관계를 밝혀냈다. 중태평양 엘니뇨 기간 동안
적도가

아닌

북아열대

중태평양

온난화에

의해

적절한

지향류

아노말리가 효과적으로 유도되어 동아시아 태풍 활동이 증가된 것을
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지역기후모델을 이용한 실험을 통해서 밝혔다. 중태평양 엘니뇨와
관련하여 처방된 해수면 온도 아노말리가 적도에 국한된 실험에서는
동중국해에서 태풍 활동이 증가되지 못하는 반면에, 북아열대 지역을
포함한 실험에서는 관측된 분포가 성공적으로 재현되었다. 이것은
북아열대 중태평양 해수면 온도가 필리핀해에 위치해 있는 저기압성
아노말리 반응을 보다 북쪽으로 확장시키는 것을 의미한다.
북서태평양 태풍 발생 수는 열대 인도양과 북아열대 중태평양의
해수면 온도와 각각 음과 양의 상관관계가 있다. 둘 중에서 어느
강제력이

태풍

조사하였다.
북아열대

발생

수의

북서태평양

중태평양

변동에

태풍

강제력의

발생

더

결정적인

수에

상대적인

대해

기여도를

역할을
열대

하는지
인도양과

확인하기

위해

해수면 온도 아노말리의 반대 부호를 동시에 가진 사례에서 민감도
실험을 수행하였다. 그 결과, 태풍 수의 변동에 대한 열대 인도양
강제력의 기여도는 북아열대 중태평양 강제력보다 상대적으로 작고,
두

강제력이

동시에

작용한

경우가

단일

강제력보다

더

크게

나타났다.

주요어: 열대 저기압, 엘니뇨-남방진동, 중태평양 엘니뇨, 열대
인도양 온난화, 지역기후모델, WRF
학
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